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After more than two decades of sophomore poetry workshops at Buffalo Seminary, 
in each case followed by the printing of an anthology containing one poem 
selected from each student, it occurred to us that a sufficient number of years had 

gone by to justify the publication of this work.  Each year we are moved and gratified by 
the quality of poems the girls produce. SEM is unique among secondary schools in that 
it continues to have a required poetry workshop (in which all sophomores are included) 
covering a period of approximately eight weeks. The workshop is taught by Buffalo 
Seminary graduate and Poet-in-Residence Ansie Baird ’55. Further, the assignments are 
based each year upon a new syllabus selected from the work of a distinguished poet who 
then comes to Buffalo Seminary and reads his or her poetry to the entire school.

The reading occurs as a result of an ongoing benevolent gift. The Elizabeth McNulty 
Wilkinson ‘25 Poetry Chair was established in 1986 by family and friends of  Mrs. 
Wilkinson.  The exceptional poets we have welcomed to Buffalo Seminary include:

Ralph Black

Lucille Clifton

Robert Creeley

Carl Dennis

Stephen Dunn

William Fuller

Diane Glancy

Ann Goldsmith

Eamon Grennan

Emily Grosholz

Mark Halliday

Susan Howe
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Grace Paley

Lawrence Raab

Alastair Reid

J. Allyn Rosser

Phillip Schultz

Ruth Stone

Charlotte Mears Stovall ‘72

Nancy Willard

Kevin Young

And, of course, our very own…

Ansie Baird

 

These poems were selected by Mrs. Baird and Seminary English teacher Carey Miller, who carefully 
reviewed all the available anthologies. 
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Class of 1982

The Black Cape of Lament

The lady in the black cape

Seizing me, putting me on a trip

Of guile and lament,

I know that you’ve got your reasons,

but these things that are pleasing you

just hurt me somehow.

Why don’t you stop condemning me?

The wrong label on the wrong soul.

Put the blame on the worthy one,

Instead of hurting someone else,

accept the black cape yourself.

I’d just as soon close my eyes

Until the storm blows over,

and the tears dry.

I’ve been putting away my feelings for years,

But they’re seeping out of hiding now

And the sun seems to shine.

You’re banging on the door now,

You ask me why don’t I let you in

Your eyes are scorching-red-hot-coals

(They cannot mellow) with a burst of fire

the glass shatters.

Along with my heart.

Jessie Jackson

The Dancing Brook

The glistening brook danced through its course,

Tiny sprays of water top-danced on the rocks,

and spiraled through the air.

While others square-danced with the leaves,

They weaved carelessly through their winding path,

Jumping from the rough sides of the brook.

Some rocks halted their path,

And the drops foamed up in rebellion.

They summer-salted and swam with the fish,

And skipped with the water spiders,

Until, tired from dancing,

They were once again calm.

 
Melissa Ransom
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Summer Again

Take the shades of color

as you go, quiet in

an autumn of mists, crumbs

of the sepulcher religiously

sacrificed for some sort of

detergent love, that dirty

ring; parrot squawks at

night when the last fireflies

drift off to their leaves,

astonished glows of dreams,

the mirror of stars, swarm

God; the sacred eye

all night around this beach

cove just as summer

unfolds, and your lashes

curled down in concentration

as you open your gift…

count the pennies, the

bright, shiny pennies

like your eyes (when

you’re awake or dreaming), the

short slip of your body

climbs through to space

and you wave your kiss,

the cotton candy hand,

the last glimpse of a smile,

and you crawl away into summer…

Maria Repec
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Class of 1983

A Tree House

Masterpieces, unusual but artistic constructions,

Some hanging on tip ends of branches,

Woven with such craftsmanship

That they sway with the most gentle breeze,

Some with fine strips of bark

Woven into the grasses with caterpillar’s silk.

Some are welded to the forks of trees with mud foundations.

Mud carried a bit at a time by the tiny builder.

And there they are – just empty nests –

And yet, what marvels they reveal.

Each builder has its own secret.

But each builder has only one bill to weave with,

One foot to shape with,

And one body with which to mold the mud.

More momentous activity, intense meaningful activity.

Nothing is new –

Nothing is old –

And these empty nests reveal the marvels done with rhythmical beauty,

Once and always.

 
Joan Levine
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Time of Day and Time of Night

The eye of heaven focusing 

in a bougainvillea.

In the center of an

atmosphere of blue yonder.

A gray veil inching, lagging, and limping behind;

to tell of the great monsoon.

Menacing, threatening, disturbance 

to soak the lush green carpet.

During the dark period 

all the prayer plants are folded.

The cold air current sweeping

debris on the earthly surface.

A sailor’s friend shines and seems

to follow you wherever you go.

Daytime!  Nighttime!

Colleen Critelli

Poverty

A baby wails.

Old women gossip.

Children play in the street.

High above, the clothes flap on the roof.

The wind rustles the plastic in the windows.

The mayor drives by, too ashamed to look.

 
Karen Zemke
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Class of 1984

The Weaver

She wove a lacy mesh upon her wooden loom,

with golden silk the cloth was made

while she sang a siren’s tune.

Then at last it appeared,

the object of her desire.

Closer, closer it came, 

drawn by the wavy patterns

till it landed upon the shroud:

a fly stuck in a spider’s web.

 

Mary Bassett

Without Essentials

Lying in absolute silence

It -- spoke not a word

To let someone know … 

 
As a green plant

turns … brown

without the essentials.

 
The dark crept in through the window 

and filled up the room.

As whiskey

chokes the inebriated man.

When dawn came, the plant was

brown

the man …

white.

 
Joanneke Brentjens
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A Closed Corridor

If I could see into the aging

 corridors of his in

The years stocked

 Overlapping, I’d find.

Not organized but placed -- 

Not chronological but spaced

 by memories that dictate feelings

 to the heart.

The beginning pages

 resting roundabout a small sturdy

 table, smeared with crayon

  play their part.

Yards away

 a hinged-top desk holds with

 pride his first report

  its writer heralded;

   in his grade it was best.

On mahogany

 library-bound, volumes of study

 and letters home

  scattered around.

The hallway grows narrow

 darkened; these years are bleak.

 Of war, yellow newspapers speak.

Bleached with red, 

 pain imprints.

Death grasps its prey,

 but for him merely hints.

As light encompasses

 success, its typed page, promises.

Glass is the bureau that he sits behind,

 clear as the peering pane I’d 

 find

  to watch through …

If I was meant to see through.

 
Frankie Rand
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Class of 1985

It’s Just a Memory

     Far off from the edge of the sky, the sun has 

risen. This red, pretty face reminds me of my 

grandpa when he got drunk. The wind has dreid 

off my tears from the last night; it also makes 

me feel better from the sea sick. I mumble to 

myself: “Good bye, my country, where I was born 

and where I was growing up.” The picture of my 

grandma and her tearful eyes is still remaining in 

my mind. In less than twenty-four hours, I miss 

her already. My skin seems to be ready to catch 

fire. The sun of the Pacific Ocean turns into a 

reddish color. Time passes by slowly, slowly.

     I am woken by some noises. “Come on, guys, 

let’s bail the water out. We need help.” In one 

cabin, the babies start to cry, those women with 

their lugubrious faces seem so intrepid. My feet 

are numb, I can’t feel a bit, my small space in 

the cabin is not big enough for me to lie down. 

Those rapid running footsteps and the yellings are 

bothering me.

     Everything is calm now. The risk is passed. 

Slowly, slowly, the darkness has come. Under the 

sea, the frigid face of the moon appears. Far off 

from the edge of the sky…

Ut Nguyen

Little Jane Bates

Little Jane Bates chased

Butterflies across the fading

Late autumn fields that

Her father now tended.

Her frail plain face shine

Yellow in the sunlight and

Grew paler as she ran.

Little Jane Bates tried to

Skip stones on the lake,

But they would strike the

Water and sink slowly,

Slowly to sit amongst the 

Mossy green rocks at the bottom.

She would spend her days idling

With the old mother cats that

Rolled in the dust of the worn

Walking paths by the water.

Then dusk came and jane bade

The frolicsome, fat toads that 

wasted their days by the lake

goodnight.

Jane sat unmissed by her

Mother until the shade of

The trees above disappeared

Into the darkness.

Samantha Gabbey
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Suttee

Mama can sit alone

All night.

Ambition leads her to

Isolation.

She craves

Success, to believe in herself,

Proving to him 

To be more than what he sees, yet he doesn’t see at all.

Mama never asks for things, 

but her needs scream out,

inside her,

in vain, for she won’t listen.

She needs him.

Now she cries at night, 

Plainly,

For herself

But that’s an ideal

She’ll never accept.

When she come shome,

She’ll talk to him

Daring not to be

Closer 

Than a child to its closet

Late at night.

I wait

Behind the slender

Colorless door.

(nothing has color when 

they‘re together) 

Yet I listen

He’s tired

Of his diluted life.

Mama’ll cook dinner again,

Only to run to her room

And slam the door.

Slowly he gets up

To fool with the dials

On the stove.

Mama’s restless.

In her sleep she’ll

Toss and Turn.
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Ideas

Of percentages and 

Calculations;

Her mind never drifts

To him.

They fight

In the Hall

By my room

She’ll tear phone cards

And drop china,

Pleading for a response

From him.

Yet he sits and waits

For it all to be over,

So he can return to bed, and

Forget.

Gretchen Diefenbach

*Suttee — A Hindow widow who sacrifices herself on the funeral pyre of her husband.
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Class of 1986

The Valedictory

Dear Mirrors,

As manager of Better Mirrors Incorporated,

I stand before you and address you as

“Products” of my company.

Bound for the retail stores of the U.S.

And perhaps, as my more esteemed models will be,

For Europe.

Your goals?

Please the gazer.

At least, always try.

The world sees through your eyes.

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

Perceive but do not deceive.

What is Snow White to think 

When in the Queen’s mirror she is no longer

“The Fairest of them all”?

Promote vanity --

A subtle achievement on your part.

Do this and we, the mirror industry,

As well as you, shall profit.

Dependence is one step closer to our Utopia.

My pleasure is enormous as I stand 

Gazing into your polished faces.

Each reflects my image differently.

My nose, can it be that wide?

Teasing me, huh?

Remember.

 
I stamp you with this diploma:

-- Satisfaction Guaranteed.

 
Cheryl Lajos
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Questionable Eyes (Lines Written WhiLe GazinG at an ancient scuLpture) 

Pours forth from my mouth.

The slime stains and no one cares.

I am art.

I was once considered beautiful.

Gaze at my bulbous nose and

Determined eyes.

The masterful created me.

 
Yes! Now I see the crown on your forehead.

Can you be believed?

Are those eyes you boast of 

Lying or wise?

Your skull is cracked.

You are a thing of the past.

Stop staring -- we gaze at you now.

 
Kimberly Wehle

Steel gray, you resemble the coldness of
     today’s world.

But those eyes have seen days gone by.

Which days?

The Romans or Greeks?

Did you sit, as a vulture on a pedestal

While Jesus roamed this earth?

Or was it last year that you were cast from

    a mold? -- I cannot tell.

Your lips burst open and a 

Speckled serpent slithers from your throat.

I serve as a home for more than that.

I have remained a home for burrowing insects.

My deceiving bushy eyebrows 

Protect more than myself from the baking sun.

Gray and umber saliva continually
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Yorkshire

Underfoot the rustling of dead leaves,

Overhead the birds stirring from the interruption of

 their sanctuary,

Informing others of the intrusion with cries of discontent.

The darkness caused by hovering trees,

The silence caused by the absence of mankind.

Up a single step of stones held together by mud and moisture,

A red door with a window tinted from a coating of dust and

 spider webs.

When pushed, the tarnished door handle reveals a world of musty treasures.

 
The mice scurry over the ceiling beams to their secret

 hideaways.

The room with its handmade bunkbeds built from scraps

 of wood.

Shelves filled with cans and cans of last summer’s lunches.

Another bed with springs poking through the bottom.

A roll of toilet paper used for a nest by the true inhabitants.

A wood stove rusting a pale orange around the edges.

Entering this escape brings serenity and relaxation,

Giving shelter from life’s pressures as a cave shelters

 a wandering animal.

 
Amy Williams
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Class of 1987

Valley Girl

Did you know, Melissa,

That in prehistoric times

The people lived in caves

And acted barbarically?

 
Like, the name’s Missy, and what 

you just said is like No Way!  Like,

I’m sure!

 
The men at that time 

Really liked the women,

And they were 

Constantly chasing them!

 
Wild!  Like, that’s totally awesome!

 

The people wore animal skins,

For days they didn’t bathe,

And they never combed their hair.

 
Like, oh my God!  That is so grody to

the max!

 
They weren’t intellectual,

Had no profound thoughts,

And didn’t know

The meaning of Life.

 
That is so totally tubular!  Like, 

Where did you get your smarts, Lizzie?

 
Meryl Brott 
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Between the Chain

Whad’ ya want?

Well … hellow young lady, is your 

 Mommy at home, by any chance?

Why?

Because I’d like to have a word

 with her.

Whad’ ya gonna talk about?

Well now, that’s between your 

 mommy and myself. Now you go 
bring 

 your mommy to the door.

I ain’t allowed to let strangers in!

 Why are you wearin’ that star on 

 your shirt?

What’s your name, little girl?

Samantha … Why?

Samantha, why don’t you go and

 get your mom so I can talk to her.

She ain’t home … What’s your name?

Samantha, sweetheart, you’re

 making this very difficult for me.

 Could you just tell me if your mom’s 

 at home?

Maybe! I assed you what yurr

 name is!

My name is Officer Lugowski, Sam.

Who’s Sam? I ain’t Sam! My name’s 

 Samantha.  I ain’t a boy ya know … 

 She ain’t in trouble anyhow!

Oh, I can see you’re not a boy.  You’re 

 a very pretty little lady.

Who’s liddle?

Sam...antha it’s awfully cold

 out here … could you please open

 the door … 

It’s opened!

All the way … So I can come

 in and at least wait for your mom

 to come home.

She ain’t comin’ home … never!

Where is she then?  You’re sure 

 she’s out?  Maybe you ought to go 

 check, just in case.

In case ’a what?

In case she’s home!

I don’t wanna!
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Listen Samantha, I’m a very 

 patient man, but right now I’m 

 losing my patience!

Then you ain’t a payshence man!

That’s it … I’ve had enough … Don’t

 you have any respect for your elders?

No! Who’r they?

Listen kid, if you don’t get your

 mother … you’ve got exactly ten

 seconds to either get her, or tell

 me where the hell she …

You sweared!  I’m telling my

 mommy on you!  Mommy …

 Mommy, a man’s at the door 

and he sweared at me!

For Chris’ake kid, just …

Sam, who’s at the door?

Ah, Mrs. Defargo, I’ve just been 

 speaking with your daughter.  She’s 

 a very swee …

Whad’ ya want? 

  Abby Schoellkopf

Age 

In the dark of the room

 I could smell the old velvet

 As it faded

  Like the washed out

  Dreams

  Of a disappointed youth.

 
The windows are open

 Like our hearts

 Of old glass

 Reflecting the scenes

  Of the days

  Gone by.

 
Death stands fixed

 Like a statue in the ever-nearing

  Distance.

 
You and I are weary people.

 We have seen the doorways

  Blocked

 And have learned to 

  Dance in an alternate

  Hallway.

Liz Costello
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Class of 1988

My Life Before Life

If you heard

The jungle calling,

That enrapturing call it gives

To its children, it would touch heart

And moisten your eye,

Making you long for other years,

When day ran into night

And back into day again.

When no one held you back

Or forced mechanical life

Into your carefree and timeless spirit.

“Wolf Baby,” they would chant,

Ignorantly tormenting you

About a life that was

So 

Much better than their own,

Where children could run and jump

And do as they wish,

Or play with a tiger cub

As their own toy

And be as untamed as their surroundings,

With no patrolling apparition

To monitor their every move.

“How could they understand?”

“They can’t,” answers

The cry of the lion,

The song of the bird,

The dance of the tree

And the rush of the water.

Erin E. McHale
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Per Contra

I am a giant

In a teeny, tiny

snail’s shell.

I am empty inside

With too much to share.

I have blue eyes,

Empty.

I have arms,

Lifeless.

I have the hands of a peasant,

Clumsy.

Although they can embroider the universe,

They can’t shake hands.

I have a smile.

They say it’s a front.

I have shoulders,

wide

that can’t bear any weight.

I have ears, 

ornamental,

that take in all.

I have a mouth

That lets out nothng.

I have legs

That cannot run,

Or leap.

But I can saunter

With pride,

Saying “I dare you.”

I have wings

Curled up on my back

That ache to fly

But can’t.

My hair is gold, but gold is dead, 

Just a wig

To hide beneath. 

I wish I could be turned

 inside-out,

because inside

 is music.

Nicole Kapela 
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Class of 1989

Let’s Have a War

Let’s have a war 

so we can prove

for once and for all

whose bombs dropped by whose planes

can kill the most people 

in the least time.

Let’s have a war

and finally decide

which side of the Iron Curtain

has more missiles,

planes, 

tanks,

troops,

guns,

bombs,

and boats.

Let’s have a war

and find out which is better:

Capitalism or Communism,

America or Russia,

us or them.

And how shall we pick the winner?

We can count bodies

 (three million here, one million there)

or we can count how many square

feet of earth have been obliterated

from the face of the map.

The winner can take all

that’s left

and own it.

Control it,

for one hundred, or fifty, or five years

until someone else is strong, 

until someone else challenges,

until they sit across long tables

 both agreeing to compromise

 but never doing so,

until one has stepped on the other’s toes

 one time too often

and he says,

 forgetting the future he is responsible for,

“Let’s have a war.”

Jennifer Rolls
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A Woman’s Image

 “Sliver,” that’s what all of my 

brothers called me.

 I never could stand that name 

 but being from the outback, my

brothers had the say.

 They called me Sliver because

I’m as tall as a breeding mare, yet

only weigh as much as a chicken.

 Yes, yes, I know it’s unhealthy 

but it serves my vanity well.

 I was once in love with a rancher.

 He told me my hair was the 

color of bricks on a chimney.

 My eyes the color of the

jade stone in his belt buckle.

 I knew then I was truly in love.

 We soon married in the

same way a champion bullrider

collects his prize.

 In a similar whip-like 

motion, I produced nine babies in

nine years.

 My hips soon became as 

wide as the doorway in which I

stood and my ego as small 

as a whisker on a cat.

 Needless to say, everybody

stopped calling me Sliver.

 I never knew how much

I’d miss that name.

 
Kate Wailand

 
 

Sing to the Man of War

Had not the scent of the morn-shine up through the brush

softened the ferocity of another day to face

 
Had not one man’s fire been subdued

by a woman’s sorrowful serenade

 
Had not the wind suffocated the screaming

of the scared and dying children

 

Had not the trees swayed to a lullaby chant

that quieted the killing

 
Had rushing time chosen carelessly another path,

he might have swept violently away

the life of one more man.

 Charlotte Biltekoff
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Class of 1990 

Pinned Words

The lights are low

like blue moon by the sparkled stars.

Handless heart

by and by,

You and I.

My thoughts are endless mazes

of an old jukebox on repeat.

I feel the vessels beat 

to tender words

but never hear the rhythm 

to the dance.

You should listen

to the pinned words,

like the scribbles on a rolled up paper 

locked inside the envelope

hidden under the corners of

the dark earth -- 

my steel blue words.

  Linh Thai

Much Too Wise for Sandcastles

 The beach at night

was my own private place,

the only place I loved.

 
 That’s where I found you 

skipping flat stones on the water,

but much too wise for sandcastles.

 You’d been out there so long,

the tide sparkled in your eyes

and you even tasted like the sun.

I was cautious

to share my quiet place.

But there was no mask; 

 I trusted you.

 
We sat upon the shore,

 living only for the moment.

 When dawn came in,

 I left you as I’d found you,

skipping flat stones on the water

and still much too wise for sandcastles.

 
  Stacey Spangler
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Bent Spectrum

You wanna know what you are?

Well, among other things …

you are ORANGE

if I’ve ever seen it.

I mean you come across

real smooth

and kind of stand out

‘cause you don’t match with much.

But those who aren’t exactly 

enthralled

with you,

can tolerate you.

And as for me, well, 

you weren’t too appealing yourself,

but you made me look good.

Kinda brought out the highlights in my hair.

Then one day

you got out your palette and 

started mixing colors

thinking you could coat the sky …

 
yeah, well when you see me

come flaunting by with

my fine self

and you’re all white with amazement,

just think: 

 
I could’ve been yours!

 
Chandra Maracle
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Class of 1991

Colors

The blindman knows no colors.

And to him clouds are rain

And trees are shade

And oceans are vast reservoirs

Of wind and salt.

 
The blindman knows no colors.

And to him vision is flight

And touch is reality

And the world is a storybook

Of confusing text.

 
The blindman knows no colors.

And to him my skin is soft,

Like the velvet paws of a newborn dog,

Not yellow, like cream.

And to him I am the bridge of sight 

And he asks me not to crumble.

Sara Costello

You’re a Painter

 
You’re a painter.

My gaze follows your tousled head,

As you paint the shingles

At the Rockwell’s house.

I dive into the pool 

To catch your attention.

 You turn,

But I’m already under.

I saw you at the Tractor Pull,

The Baseball game,

And the Corn Festival.

You were holding some lucky girl’s hand.

Both of your laughters

Stung my ears.

You tried to win her a prize.

You tried but you missed.

She sees other men now.

You still paint shingles.

I still dive into the pool.

 
Heather Rumsey 
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Andy Took the Machete

Andy took the machete,

 I took the axe.

Grampa held the flashlight, 

 and he walked in back.
 
The wind was blowing softly,

 as the waves lapped on the shore.

We were going to kill the ghosts 

 that haunted Hope Town forever more.
 
There was a rustling in the distance,

 I think Grampa threw a rock,

but we were nonetheless frightened

 as we approached the fallen dock.
 
“There’s ghosts out there” my Grampa said

 as fog crawled toward the land.

I shivered with the knowing, 

 but Grampa took my hand.
 
A fish jumped right below us

 and a crab burrowed in the sand,

but nothing else mattered,

 because my Grampa held my hand.
 
As I fell asleep in bed that night

 a dog howled far above,

But it didn’t even bother me.

 I held my Grampa’s love.

Susie Gray
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Class of 1992

Over and Over Again

You see him and your eyes open,

like those of a curious child.

His hair is white and soft,

like hair of a newborn baby.

His eyes are blue and inviting,

like the sky on a summer morning.

But behind those eyes, not a care in the world,

and if you keep your distance,

maybe he’ll care a little more.

His words can leave you guessing,

and then like a sudden rain storm,

he can tell you what to know.

He seems to be listening but always only hearing.

And when you find this out, it’s probably too late.

He smokes his cigarettes in a way

that makes you want to sleep in his ashes.

And then he’ll break your heart,

and let you drift away.

His hands are big and strong,

and can hurt in just one blow.

But then his hands become as soft as a blanket

that you wrap a tiny kitten in and hold tight.

He blows the candles out,

and the wind whistles outside.

But then he’ll get you mad,

just like he did before

over and over again.

Anna E. Lambros
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Father

I remember his stature,

Tall, strong, yet lithe.

As nimble as a deer.

During the raining season

He would squat by the pond.

The wisp of smoke from his pipe

Let us all know he was deep in thought.

Then he would tremble until we saw his face.

His smile would light up the village.

Then he would tell us stories of his father.

Those were happy times for a young girl.

That was eons ago.

That was South Vietnam.

That was my father.

Now I seldom hear from father

Very seldom.

He has been in prison.

He looks gaunt now, ancient.

The gleam has dimmed from his eyes.

He is bent.

The would of separation screams for balm.

The toil of forced labor and starvation

Are etched in the furrowed brow.

In the summer, on windless nights,

My mind and soul wander

To the majestic land of my youth.

I am with my father.

In the distance the guns of war

Strike the cadence of death.

He looks down at me,

Draws me near.

And his smile tells me

You are safe with me.

As tears course down my cheeks,

I wonder,

Father, are you safe?

Hien Vu 
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Faded to Grey

They had torn it down

so many years ago.

Little pink flowers

with yellow and green and blue

accenting the crisp white boards.

Up on top,

a glass-case encompassing

the dolly I got when I was eight,

and the last gift my grandfather ever gave me

before he died,

and then I got the purple shoe

that used to be my favorite color.

Next shelf down,

all of the rag dolls my aunt sent from Hingham,

and stuck in between them were

glass-tubing sculptures made during freshman year.

Further down, some books.

Series mostly, gotten in sixth and seventh grade,

and a porcelain bunny family taking a walk on Easter morning.

The felt flowers made during my long stay in the hospital,

and enormous volumes detailing our vacation to the desert.

My black Peter Rabbit leaning against the edge.
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Down and down again,

I remember putting the novels I wanted to be grown-up enough to read,

and a chest containing the needles

Given to amuse me that one Christmas when I was sick.

Next to these were more animals,

given to me two years later.

As we move further down,

the spaces become larger.

More and more animals

stuffed with names of concerned family members

and friends.

A box,

almost empty, that used to hold fading photographs.

The pottery bowls I made in crafts class,

now housing the corsages from my date dances and prom.

On the final, bottom shelf,

the most important thing lies,

my sister’s photo from her skiing trip,

framed with care and diligence,

before she was buried in the snow.

Andrea Longo
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Class of 1993

Conch *

From the ocean came the iridescent conch,

which, with its authoritative voice,

called us to order in our new-found chaos.

 
Civilization was tied by a thread

from our minds to its magnificence,

and its holder had possession 

of our attention.

 
In our obsession,

we ignored the call of the conch,

and, as we strayed 

from its reason,

we pulled the line of civilization taut,

 
until

it broke

and civilization,

along with shattered fragments of shell,

fell back into

the ocean.

  

Kimberley Reynhout

* based on the novel Lord of the Flies

In Love Too Late

I want to teach you what it’s like to be

 Dead.

But I know that wouldn’t be playing fair.

 So you can play dead.

 And I’ll play alive.

Under the water where my legs float up,

 And lips turn blue,

 On yours.

My throat is split yet you don’t feel

 My blood. 

 Or hear

My screams because the bell in the

 Cemetery tolls

 Too loudly.

I’m not sleeping, I try to say, I’m gone,

 To hell

 And back again.

You murmur in your living sleep,

 “Go back

 To Sleep.”

And so, with a strangled gasp, I know I’ve clutched

 Too tightly.

 So I do.

  Tiffany Gasbarrini
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But the Land Endures
 
Once great keepers of massive acreage

now are furred with moss.

The big blue pool,

once filled with laughter and cheer,

now is a green mass of marshy growth reaching to the depths

of the deep end of the clay earth far below.

Great stables,

once filled with the finest of racehorses,

now a feeding ground for gone wild cats scrawny with hunger,

scavenging for a parcel of food.

The great house built by my grandfather’s grandfather is

abandoned by all life but the ivy and the songbirds which 

perch high in the rickety rafters.

It is all different now.

That which has not changed is the way the mist floats in and

blankets over the polo pastures, the way St. Elmo’s fire

drifts over a swamp after a still muggy day,

the way the thunderstorms roll over the hillsides and stomp 

the earth and sky outside.

 
Brigid C. Ryan
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Class of 1994

The Harp Store

Leaving the Hotel Alexandra,

go down the hill, and 

turn right at the first street.

You will pass the Nebraska Cafe.

Don’t go in, you’ll never come out.

When you reach the white fountain

with the gods in the middle,

turn left.

When you come to a towering intersection,

find the stairs to the second level.

Around the stairs, an unshaven man

may ask you to be his friend.

That’s up to you.

 
Turning left on Bailen,

you will see an endless palace.

Keep going.

At the end is the intersection 

with Calle Mayor.

At the corner is a store

with blue awnings over each window,

every one filled with enticing instruments.

Pass by the tympani, mandolins, castanets,

 saxophones.

you’ll know it when you’re at the right window.

The harp looks larger than life:

the shining dark wood is telling you something.

“Play the harp: help the crack babies.”

The store will open at four,

you can leave or you can wait.

That’s up to you.

  

Cheryl Caprio
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Remember Always
 
My grandfather’s name was Romeo.

I spent hours sitting on his old, wooden, creaky stool.

His garage was greasy and smelt like gas from cars.

I enjoyed seeing the dirt and grime under his fingernails,

with mine quickly becoming similar.

I could sit cleaning his tools in the oily cleaner,

getting sick from the smell.

As a reward for the task that I had accomplished,

Grampa would give me sticks of sugary gum

to rot my teeth.  He would gently wipe

my sneezing, sniffling nose.

The odor from his smoky cigars

would stain my clothes and hair.

As he sat trying to teach me 

to cleanse the rough, metal tools,

I stared into his ice blue eyes,

and found my home.

Melanie Roy

Paper

 
Paper dolls and paper hats

Paper dogs and paper cats

Once I sang a paper tune

Gazing at a paper moon

Putting on my paper shoes

Paper reds and paper blues

Staring at a paper page

Jotting down each paper age

Waiting for my paper pay

Wondering Will it come 
today?

Laughing at a paper joke

Longing for a paper smoke

Paper airplanes paper trains

Take away my paper pains.

 Theodora Finn
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Class of 1995

Now I sit here once again 

trying to put these misfit pieces back together.

My never ending puzzle.

I cannot understand the way you shelter.

Your thoughts,

the ones I swore I knew.

Your feelings,

the ones I swore I felt.

Your buried soul,

the one I swore I found.

Talk to me 

once again.

Sing to me

once again.

 
I still hear your laughing days of youth 

All so clear in your shaking hands.

Nothing remembers.

Everything remembers.

Now, I.

I remember you,

my caged bird.

We’ll sit all night.

Together we’ll wait,

never saying good night.

Waiting for eternity,

we’ll find the sun.

Mara-Cecelia Hoffman

Broken Bird
 
Sitting close to you.

Across from you.

Legs crossed into you.

Watching you so close,

I try to read you.

You close so quickly as I try to touch you.

Watching the moon grow old

into your silently weeping face.

We sit together.

We can sit all night and greet the sun 

some time after eternity.

But now we still have the moon,

gasping for air,

searching for a reason.

Tell me, you, 

my stranger friend,

How can I sing your remorseful song?

How can I sing like you?

You taught me once.

The days were young,

I was young 

You, my broken bird, still old,

old with the night 

knowing her too well.

I still search for your answer,

cry for your voice.

I used to wonder all night,

making believe I figured you out.
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Candy

“...God hath given you one face, and you

make yourselves another...” -- Hamlet

 
My beating candy heart

a rosy brown

Laid out on the table

but no one’s hungry

I coated it with sugar

still no one finds it edible

Painted it many colors

Despite what Hamlet said

it drew a couple more people

My candy heart is on a roll

I tied a big ribbon around it

got so many compliments

Chopped off the rough edges 

of my candy heart

and now there’s lots of takers

but I don’t recognize it

It’s no longer my own candy heart

no longer a reflection of me

it’s a plastic pacemaker

 
Katherine Locke

The Promise

If I died in the sea, 

Then I would be a sea gull

And come back to you.

If I died in the mountains,

Then I would be a wind

And come back to you.

If I died in the forests,

Then I would be a bush warbler

And I would sing to you all night.

If I died in the desert,

Then I would be a red flower 

And wait for you.

 
Kana Watanabe
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Class of 1996

made it easy to know

that they were close enough

to die a little together 

there are others in the sky

whose heroics outweighed those of Selene

and who always seemed to shine a little

 brighter

however

the sky

takes role call nightly

and the list is not heroics but love

and it’s not a mighty sword sheathed as

 the first name

but Luna

she shines in response 

no great battle call

just a shine

 
Shannon Herbert

Elvis Never Shined in My Refrigerator

It’s like that sometimes

and it just takes you off guard

but i never said anything

it’s not like i only enjoyed silence

but it wasn’t bad

things became expressed through different means

like the way the stars speak not only

in streams of light

but in subtle moments of darkness

i can hear its voice 

like a burning fog

engulfing the unexpected

it’s crying now

for what it has lost

the relationship between the moon 

 and the stars was never made clear

but the tears that exploded forth
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Mrs. Baird’s Random Word Assignment
 
Dare I ask

how you got that word?

How it came to rest,

wearily on this page?

Did it creep from behind a shadow,

like a lonely dog looking for its owner?

Or slowly rise from the cold dark water?

Did it fly like an eagle,

down through the sky,

into your lucky pocket?

Or was it whistling, to get your attention,

while you were wandering by?

Did you stumble upon it,

like a pebble,

while walking down a thin dirt path,

through the trees that block the early rays

on an August dawn?

Or was it already lying still,

being pressed down,

into the stark white paper?

Copy after copy,

still there,

waiting to be picked.

Or overlooked, once again.

Marisa Goldberg
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The Private Party

Here we are, at the party.

In the house with the black metal gates.

 Outside

Everything smells like flowers

either that, or heavily scented perfume.

 What’s that smell?

 Is it Wings or Gio?

 I can’t tell.

The music is dangling through the air

Like a wind chime.

A cha-cha-cha beat to go with

the deep, musky smells.

Mom is adorned in her sleek, bronze gown

 glowing,

like a sun in a russet sky.

I walk around slowly in my 

backless sea-green halter dress.

 Backless.  Positively backless.

I can feel the light summer breeze

swish past my shoulder blades.

My hair is all up, in a twist

with a white gardenia on the side.

As I walk by a table of my friends

 I can hear,

“Doesn’t she remind you of a young Myrna Loy?”

 I continue walking across

 the Banquet Room

 to the parlor,

open to the lush outdoors.

I stand there, looking at valleys

of perfectly manicured flowers.

Perfect for this house that looks like

 it should be on

 Lifestyles of The Rich and Famous.

I sip my martini, and try to

 lift my olive from the bottom,

which had fallen off 

the pink, plastic sword.

That cocky, young bartender

saunters over, leans against the alcove

 across from me and says,

“You know what, doll?  I could make you very happy.”

To which I reply,

 “Okay. Go pay my Visa bill.”

I leave him dumbfaced,

and walk out into the bright sunlight,

strolling toward the Lazy Boys that

 are set up

and the colorful flowers

 All in A Row.

I sit in one of the chairs,

take off my high heels,

and rest my feet on another chair,

lifting my tired face up toward

The Sun.

Alycia Ripley
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Uncharted Sea

Take Highway 11½ to 

the first rest stop

at the end of the ramp

beneath your sheets.  Turn

right onto an imaginary

road directly behind your

eyelids.  Follow this for a

good mile and then for a

bad one.  Pass, quickly, all

of the blue trees and 

sweater fields full of 

popsicle buds.  Wave at the

floating manatees who

swim in a pool of

hay.  You’ll come to a fork

in the road, but just

swerve right and it won’t 

pop your tire no matter

how many times it 

slouches.  At the second

dancing-red-cucumber

pond on the left, pull

over.  Get out and walk

across the babbling blond

bridge to the talking green

cheese alligator with only

one leg and order a ladle

of Mandarin.  He’ll give you

a sapphire mare to ride on

into the night.  Follow the

purple dirt road until you 

get to an

intersection.  Hang a right 

at the nearest stream of

unconsciousness and drift

slowly into the uncharted 

sea of thoughtful

thoughtlessness

 
Mandy Brooks

Class of 1997
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To Have Peace
 
To have peace

but the silence creepy crawling through the voices in the hall

drives those echoes crashing crazy in the hollows of the mind

Only to be peace

but the glare from the darkness shining shallow in your soul

sent that glint dancing lazy in your eye

long ago your time bounced, ground against the wall

to lie deflated in the pit of your dreams, your screams

that flew against the walls of lying dying in your soul

and echoed hollows of my mind to find peace

 

Margaret Woollatt

 

Rage building up inside of me,

bringing water to my eyes.

My silent tears, building behind closed lids,

decline to open, because I refuse to 

lose my composure.

 
Danielle LaShawn Bullock

 

Refusing to Lose My Composure

Anger, pain, madness

swirling into a ball of hate

being flung at me.

Hitting me in my heart

and exploding like an atomic bomb in my chest.

Bringing bad feelings, which I would like to forget

(but never will).
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Class of 1998

Feel the Vibe!

Feel the vibe!

The vibe that passes 

by in a flash and

hits you like somebody

gave you a great big push

 
Feel the vibe!

The beat that pounds

your heart

Makes you move  Fly  and 

covets you for a short period of hours

that are gone in a flash

 
Feel the vibe!

The beautiful friendly

funkedelic people

who will touch your life 

then disappear the people 

who you only see at

night

 

Feel the vibe!

of chillin’ with your lover 

while lights flash in front of 

your bodies and for seconds

everything is in slow motion

 
Feel the vibe!

The ice cold water going down your throat 

and soothing your quenched 

desires

 
All heaven comes and goes

in my time

and thinking back it’s the 

best time I’ve lost

 
Put it in your pocket!

Can you feel it?

Elba Sette-Camara
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(Untitled)

He walked in, conspicuous in his archaic cowboy boots and Mets cap

 among those who took pride in the fact that they weren’t trendy

All eyes on him as he sauntered through the smoky arena

Its walls redolent of sweat and CK1 and old coffee

 
He can remember when his daughter was made of dreams and

 sunshine, and every evening he has a few martinis so that he can

 convince himself that she still is

The chaste little angel he used to push on the swing

pure

virgin

innocent

 
Sure, now her wardrobe might be a little different:

shorter tighter dresses that were a bit too low cut, in his opinion

Every so often he checked to make sure that those flowery jumpers were

 still in the back of her closet, even though he didn’t like to snoop

 
They still had those close father-daughter talks …

once in a while

It’s been a while …

She’s just been so busy, that’s all

You know, with school and her friends

She’s very social, you know
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Yeah, she’s busy, all right

 
He walked up to me and asked about her

I told him what he wanted to hear

No, sir, she’s not here, she just left (don’t ask for where)

 
I waited for the inevitable line of inquisitions that should have followed

 but they remained unasked.  The answers loomed in front of me

 mocking him.  He turned his head away

 
No, sir, she’s never touched a drink never kissed a boy

Those cigarettes you found in her purse aren’t hers and right now she’s 

 not out back shooting up with Robbie

 
She’s never felt his hands on her body

 
She’s a stranger to dark blue eye-shadow and that man who runs the

 motel downtown, you know, the kind that charge by the hour

I heard him sigh deeply, a requiem for his toothless nine-year-old who

 liked to ride the swings at the park and play with the cat

 she was immortal in his mind

 
I turned away as his heavy footsteps headed, defeated, towards the door

Mollie Bailey
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Keeping the Warmth
 
They could not bring coats

 but they kept the warmth

They could not bring shoes

 but they took the steps

They could not bring photos

 but they kept the memories

 
Mangled rafts, solemn reminders

An island: warm, sun-kissed and white

Now scarred by foolish pride and greed

And They pray

Then They dance, O how blessed They are!

To escape and rise again!

Warm kitchen air redolent of cumin

arroz con pollo

So thick it sates my hunger

 
They rebuild for themselves, for me

that I may never go without shoes or a coat, or --

or roots

Soon it will be my turn to cook the arroz con pollo,

 to pray, and forever

To dance

 
Raquel Rodriguez
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Class of 1999

My Jaffaling Mind

Swimming through the disarray of pools of my jaffaling mind.

Bubbles of knowledge floating vigorously on the back of my 

Thoughts.

My thoughts pushing their way through the seaweed of 

Confusion.

Temptation’s goldfish swiftly swimming through

Each of my whys.

Nighttime my pools are transformed

Into a majestic ocean.

Inhabited with the strange fruits of my

Twisted optimism.

In my ocean giraffes swim

And sometimes my ocean becomes

So inhabited

That it overflows.

My imperative hope sails through it!

My baffling questions fly over it!

The rankles of the past dance on it!

All is well

Except for those redundant jellyfish

That unexpectedly sting me!

Rachel Matty Anthone
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powdered instant breakfast

merely roy lictenstein collaborations

rainbow dots of the newest pop art

semi-conciously aware that

my existence

could be digested by

a delete key

my mind is high on tumble dry

in the cycle of deadlines

and the graffiti

i let people and technology

slap on me

fluorescent-spraycan-aerosol-violet

smashing into 

shock-me-reverse-peristalsis-tangerine

and all of these 

scribbles drain

as i am hung

and stretched out on

a line to be

beaten by the air

my mind is torn

by the wind’s

economy-sized razors

hasn’t the protein of my

morning shake reached me yet

i can’t tell

my only conversationalist is

my walkman and

its respiration

spilling more graffiti in my soul

nourishing the percussion in my head

making the bright yellow

lines you’re not supposed to step over

louder

this is my everyday breakfast

and i feel it is 

beginning to

eat 

me

Kerri A. Chyka 

i drank my hour energy at 6 am

but its nutrients have not yet 

entered my bloodstream

because i’m staring in

the narrow subway car

waiting 

expressionless

as if there was a

tv screen

in front of me

instead of a

discolored beige

slide-open

and-shut

door

with misspelled obscenities

i watched mtv this morning

while i was on the internet

and i was lost

inside these technicolor worlds
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Class of 2000

Black Dice and Broken Bottles

They have no names worth knowing

They all acted the same

Playing an endless game of follow the leader

Leader?

Still unknown

They make up the rules as they go along

But I grew up with them there

Standing on my corner

Next to my window

By my room

Often I heard the bottles breaking

The dice rolled -- the next game begins

I’m up fifty -- one says

I remember the knives -- the guns

And wonder why it’s still the same 

And I’ve seen it before

The change that melts our temporarily

content faces into some

Sort of mask

No longer happy enough to sustain a small piece of laughter

 
And we know he’s not returning

He’s in a better place

Some say

 
But they did that

 
And they had no names worth knowing

And even though we moved

I know they’re still there on my corner

Next to my window

By my room

 
And they can keep their broken bottles and dice.

Allison Krueger

One for Loneliness

there used to be a crow

he sat on the roof where she could see him

everyday

she was told to look for two crows

the pair meaning love

but she would only see the one

she would wish she could become a crow

to keep the other company

yet she couldn’t turn into one

but she could talk to it

he would listen

if she was lucky the crow would talk back

but it didn’t happen very often

her mom thought she went insane

dad killed the crow

now she’s the only crow left

 
Victoria Glass
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Mudslide

Three shots of vodka 

some wine and a mudslide

nothing more than usual

but it’s the wrong way

a tear rolls down her face

as she feels the heavy hand hit her face.

 
The Police

called over for tripping up an alarm

or so they say

but it’s the wrong way

the tear finds its way to her lips

as she can hear the screams.

 
ECMC

she reaches for the hand

the hand she needs to grab to face the truth 

but it’s the wrong way

the tear falls onto the black coat

as she winces feeling the foot kickin her.

 
A silent ride home

even worse than the screaming

but it’s the wrong way

the tear finds itself on her trembling hand

as she listens to the truth: you are an alcoholic.

 
The woman looks into the girl’s eyes

with a sense of disgust

she judges the girl without

remembering her name

trying to catch her eyes as they

dance around the room

avoiding the newly found truth.

 
She will never be perfect:

you eat too much --

you never touch your food anymore -- 

Why don’t you have a boyfriend --

you only have a B+ --

why didn’t you get a Z instead of an F -- 

that’s what you really deserve --

and now the final question -- why do you drink?

Shannon O’Hara
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Class of 2001

Joltin’ Joe

Where have

you gone

Joe DiMaggio?

I can

hear this

playing in

your hearts

Yet … Here … 

The sun

(yeah we

have one 

up here)

shines like 

a brand 

new copper

penny and

the grass

is as

green as

I remember

your eyes

to be

The fans

as wild

as back 

in 1936

(on earth)

Joe’s year

of glory

Joltin’ Joe

has left

and gone

away

He’s loved

just as 

much up

here

Flash Flash Flash:

A sexy 

platinum blond

sits in

the stands

Photographers snap

away at

a once

again beautiful

woman

A ball 

is slammed 

like out 

of a

cannon into

the sky

yet caught 

in center 

field  Players

from all

eras no

longer old

but young

once again:

Gehrig, Robinson

Mantle, Shoeless Joe Jackson

The Babe

and others

here forever

on the field

The game 

goes on

for eternity … 

 
Rachael Bouquard
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How To Make the Sun Shine

Start with rain

pounding so hard

for days

weeks

maybe even months

Rain that doesn’t 

give up

It’s constant rain

 Wishing sunshine

 Sunshine to wash the wrinkles away

 Let’s go outside and play sunshine

Close your eyes

Click your tongue

seven times

Wink twice at the rain

 Ice cream sunshine

 Sunshine to do cartwheels in

Smile as wide as you did

the day you learned to ride

your two wheeler

 Tanning sunshine

 Lie in the grass sunshine

Run in a large circle 

twice in your 

living room

 Hopscotch sunshine

 Lemonade sunshine

Play endless card games

with Uncle Paul who

is going bald but

doesn’t like to admit it

Watch the rain slow

and come to a stop

out the window

Push away the silver clouds

and stuff them in the closet

Bring out the sun

from behind the couch

 Picnic Sunshine

 Sunshine that never ends

 I wish it would rain sunshine

 
Hannah Creeley
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In A Small Way

I noticed the difference in you immediately

but it didn’t become visibly apparent for a while

I remember how we tried to ignore the problem

unfortunately that was impossible

 
And when we were sitting in that doctor’s office

oh how you crossed and uncrossed your legs so many times

what a life

 
Your face began to sag but your eyes were so angry

like a cold soul stuck in the deepest pits of hell

I had never seen this before

even your purple shoes which were so notorious around the city streets

they had turned a bloody red  I had loved those shoes

 
And those cats had their sleek gray coats

and their sharp claws

they became your allies 

against me because one day

I saw you with their claws and as well their diamond eyes

 
One more pierce into me was all you needed

then you would have no qualms about being the beast

that I had never seen before

 
So you did it before the child arrived letting your fears transform you 

and they set your body free in the cold world with its blue ice

with that you gained the power to abandon my changed self

now you are gone

but you live on in a small way

and I love that

Alexa Finn
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We Dance to Foreign Music

sun rise

a different light

the innocence and carefree joy

of a past life

gone like the comet’s dusty

shining tail

into the vast emptiness

and darkness of space

the surreal new light of

another Age

 
you came back 

my comet

when you landed 

you hit hard

gone are the simple days

we move too fast now

but under the pressure

of 1,000 things

told and untold

 
in this new Time

we dance

to foreign music

grasping to hope and

surfacing for air

laugh with me

everything will be all right

Meaghan Bailey

the early morning light

hits my eye and sends me

hurtling back in time to an

Age of Innocence

where you and I thrived 

we rolled in the sod-covered

fields

and awoke in the morning’s dew

 
pennies floating through the sky

glared in the afternoon sun

and cascaded down into a 

stream of wishes

now they lie at the bottom

of the waterfall

tumbling in the current

 
the sun

an orange ball of fire

melting on the horizon

sun set

fireworks in the sky

a cold July

a night frozen

in my mind

not Independence but

Separation

forever changed
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Directions in 16 Languages Are Only Needed For Monopoly

… now glide your feet through the field of dancing daisies

turn at the pond, protected by swaying willow trees.

the incessant croaking of the frogs will not let you miss it.

be sure not to turn at that yellow house with the shingled roof and

 sea-green shutters … 

 
my, young Goldilocks, how much better off you would have been 

if only you had directions like the ones

that came with my Special Edition Monopoly game that were written 

 in 16 languages.

surely you wouldn’t have walked into that unpleasant encounter with

 those bears.

 
then again, you would have just been

another little girl who took the dirt path she was instructed to take in

 the enchanted forest.

not much more.

 
perhaps I too would rather face that consequence of

finding myself face-to-face with angry porridge-eating bears

than live a boring life along that dirt path.

after all, it is only those who leave the path who truly are

 remembered.

 
Elizabeth DiCioccio
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Lifeless Figures

The girl held the shattered china in her hands.

She traced the outline of the upturned nose and started to cry.

She knew he had done it on purpose.

He loved her (sometimes), but hated her equally.

He always had violent mood swings

That got set off as soon as the mechanical doll began to cry.

The girl thought of all the times

She had tolerated the noise his war toys had made.

Somewhere deep inside of her, she wished she had acted first.

She felt the cold plastic in her hand, so cold it almost burned as she

Slowly ripped the limbs of each member of her brother’s prized plastic army.

She stored the limbs deep in her closet

Along with the decapitated Barbies

That had upset him the week before.

 
Caitlin DeTine
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When Colors Won’t Blend

I sit here

Alone

In my dark corner

Dark, god, oh so dark

Looking out … 

Which end does the whiskey pour?

Maybe if my clothes read Abercrombie and Fitch

And I hung out with coffee beans

Or a big C was pleasantly plastered across my forehead

I’d go there

But if I knew how to spell Chippewa

And I too believed the subway was safe

I’d belong over there

But for some reason my colors don’t blend

My C has broken off

And I added an extra W … oops

And damn I’m terrified of that subway

My menorah burnt out yesterday

It was the 9th day 

But oh please may I have a Christmas tree

Eve’s sin is still deep in me

Oh Moses, will they let me go too?

If you stretch me out any further

I promise

This time I will rip

Please stop pulling

Please 

My colors …

They just won’t blend

Becky Sarles 
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Justified
 

he forgot his hat and gloves

I remembered mine

so I lent him my scarf

when he returned it, I could smell his cologne

until it was overpowered by his breath mint

the smell drifted through the car after our walk in the park

 
    I like the smell of the cold, until my nose becomes frozen

        and I cling to him for warmth while we ride in the taxi

sometimes I feel like that bothers him

but I’m warmer than he is, so I must be doing him a favor

 
                                                              It bothers me though, 

sometimes, when he is cold

and he doesn’t even realize it

when we pass the bird woman, he doesn’t feed the pigeons

when we pass the toy store, he doesn’t offer to take me in

but we’ll go to music stores, he’s a musician

and I don’t play an instrument

but

whatever makes him happy

I’m supportive
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I’m also lessening the fact that I’m obsequious 

I feel like he’d leave me if I’m not, which he probably would

what else do I have to offer besides whatever he wants?

whatever he needs?

why is it I bend to the will of other people?

something isn’t right

 
      I’m going to end the conversations from now on

I’ll wait for him to make the dates

I’ll let him call me

this is no dictatorships, this is my life, I can decide

 
    so I stopped

and he came to me

I love the smell of his cologne

until it is overpowered by his breath mint

so I told him

and do you know what he told me?

he’d change

Katherine Johnson
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In Praise of Horses

For the horses with gleaming white wings

Who fly me into distant tomorrows,

With grief-stricken friends whose 

Sorrow comes only from themselves.

 
For the horses with broken stone hearts

That must be awkwardly healed.

Their new rusty hearts must not think

Of acid thoughts.

 
For the horses that couldn’t be saved.

Their frail broken bones that shatter 

Under a whisper.

Their sicknesses too complex to decipher,

No pills or medicine can save them now.

 
For the horses whose deaths were unpredictable,

Their lives ended in the silence of the night

With no one there to steal a glimpse

Of the lost treasure.

 
For the horses who don’t communicate

With neighs or whinnies.

They speak through yellow roses.

 
Mary Glass

A Blessing for The Empty

I begin my descent into the unknown world 

Of the broken

Here they sing praise to the burden of nothing

My disguised grief

Turns into an awkward song

Only the treasure-hunters will hear

 
The stream that flows

From the basket of bones 

Has turned into the river

Filled with the dead prophets

That hold their bibles

With their bloody blistered abused hands

Now exposed to your God

That once brought me joy

 
I have finally built a strong enough nest 

To protect me from your long

Murderous 

Cold hands

That creep into my room when the lights go out

 
And now the thirst that has never been quenched is no more

The distant burden now out of focus

As I watch the hand of nothing

Empty the burden of light

Onto the raft of my sanctuary

Away from the promise of your return

The sickness of your return

The disease of your return

Mary Szvoren
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Ode to a Radiator

Oh, Great Goddess of Heat!

Great warmer of cat bellies and toes!

Radiator old enough to be my grandmother,

Radiator painful to kick.

Oh, radiator!

Solid and stoic art thou, 

All-powerful Burner of Fingertips.

Radiator of the peeling paint,

The warm-weather stepladder,

The set of mutated human ribs

Which sit, malevolent and subtle

Beneath my window.

A radiator as moody as I am.

Sweet-tempered radiator

Who loves to boil over onto the carpet.

Radiator almost as loud as my shower.

Radiator of the BANG clunk eeeeeeeeeeee tssssss

“Mom, she’s doing it again!”

An old Norwegian bachelor farmer

Of a radiator.

Operatic radiator, whose

Whistling arias sing me to sleep.

Oh, my benevolent mistress!

Why won’t you turn on?

Erica Hohn
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Praise to the Moon

Praise to the Moon,

the silvery orb

that lights the night sky with a gleaming halo

dancing among the stars.

At night you walk hand in hand with the twins, oh Moon!

You set the scales right!

You are a wizard among mages!

 
A descendant of the gods, oh Moon!

Wake the world to night!

For who but you would chase the sun

so Night follows Day?

 
You, oh Moon!

Guide to all, sailors, merchants, and comets, 

angels, extra-terrestrials.

You are the ever there, ever clear guide to all.

 
Unzip the mysteries of the universe, oh Moon!

Confirm: Are you really made of green cheese?

If so, you could go with green eggs and ham --

“I do not like them Sam I am!”

 
Stream through the emptiness, oh Moon!

You thirst to rumple the sky with your mercury fingerprints.

Sing of your craters, oh Moon!

You wake the ignorant to your surface,

till everyone knows of your imperfections --

your crater surface but
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you are still beautiful.

Tell the teenage girls

that beauty is what you do and how you act -- 

not what you look like.

 
You are the raft in the River to Heaven, oh Moon!

Keep the broken spirits on board as you sail through the night.

 
You are the net to the little lost stars.

You catch them and bring them back

to nestle into your cloak of night black.

You basket them away into your night nursery.

 
Slowly you sing into Day!

You never take away the sun’s attention,

though you deserve it more.

You are the shoe to the world, oh Moon!

For without you we would go nowhere

and we would hang suspended in forever daylight.

 
Oh Moon, Mistress of the tides!

You disguise yourself well on earth though you come.

You come to begin each new tide, cloaked as a wave,

but a wave of such loveliness that it can only be you.

 
Then you, oh Moon, take your ticket 

and you board the Milky Way 

to go back to your distant lake of night

where you party forever among the stars and comets.

Sarah Cercone
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I Look For Some Peace

I look for some peace

So I go to the radio

And the sound is so bright

The speakers begin to dance

 
Then I turn on my velvet light

And give power to my silk television

Then the polyester alarm clock goes off

The cotton phone rings

But my satin answering machine takes the call

 
It’s spring now so I look out the window at my garden

Last year I planted a garden of diamonds you know

I nourished them with golden water

I protected them with platinum weed-b-gone

The ruby soil I planted them in should have them blossoming

beautifully

So I take my sapphire scissors and sever one 

And I stick the pearl stem into the emerald bun in my hair

 
So now I look for peace

So I turn off the velvet light

And take the power from my silk television

I press snooze on my polyester alarm clock

The coton phone begins to ring

But my satin answering machine takes the call

 
And I look out my window and stare at my garden of diamonds

With the opal sun shining over it

Next spring they should blossom beautifully

Dominique Montgomery
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Things Like That

Sometimes I feel like the wind 

Like Saturday night

You told me she kissed you

You didn’t stop it

I stuck my stolen pole in the ground

So you could move

When there was no one left to pull you

I always thought I was the dependent one

I skied away down the hill

The wind blew

Going through me

Making me a part of it

You asked me how I felt

I felt like nothing anything everything

And back to nothing again

Have you ever just felt empty?

And the entire world goes through you 

And anything can happen

And you wouldn’t care you couldn’t feel

That’s what being with you is like

You looked back at me puzzled

For a minute I thought you might understand

But you shrugged

Kept walking

You never hear me when I say

Things like that

Dianne Michaelsen
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Dog Star

Damn woods.

Splintering twigs prodding into my back every time I roll over.

Sweat.

 Sheen.

  Salt.

Most of all salt - 

Coating my body like grime, infiltrating my mouth … 

Damn woods.

Come outside - 

 Look at the stars.

  Wonder at the stars.

   Damn the stars already.

You’ve been staring at them all night - 

Castor and Pollux stuck to one another in Gemini - 

 Probably getting sick of each other,

  Probably getting sick of the night.

I’m getting sick of waiting.

Can you just move here and I’ll put this there and then I’ll …

Yeah … That’s it … 

And your voice is pounding into my ears, filling my head with 
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 Scientific names

  Distance in light years

   Apparent magnitude

    Spectral type

     And …

Would you just let me do it already?

 But no, you see it overhead.

There it is all shiny and bright with its

Apparent magnitude of -1.46 - 

 Not the sun but the next best thing.

Orion’s hunting dogs have come out to play.

 Damn.

You pull away, gazing up at the stars.

 That star

  The Dog Star

   Sirius

And you’re just sitting there - staring at that star.

Andi’mgettingimpatientandi’msickofwaitingandyoudon’tcareand … 

 Damn.

I didn’t mean to kiss you.

Victoria Chatfield
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The Trouble with Praying
 
I wonder where you got off track,

I wonder where you crashed and burned.

You never promised us anything - I know.

Remember?

You laughed so loud and your teeth shined so bright,

You had our attention.

Held so bright in my eye,

Burned so deep in my skull,

You’re still there,

Somewhere down deep,

Deep and safe,

Swaying in between the pieces so nicely,

Like you always do - I love that.

finding your way through the shards suspended above and around

   you.

Trying to pray to God when you knew he wasn’t listening and didn’t 

   care.

You tried to teach me how to pray,

But the only ones I would worship were the ones I could see in the 

   hazel of your eye.  I wanted them to reach out and

   touch my face but they didn’t.

You made us believe.

I believe in everything you ever whispered and breathed.

You were always short of breath.
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It’s your breath I wish I could cling to,

I wish I could saturate myself with it

But it fades through my fingers and disappears.

When did you start to crawl?

Sprawled out,

Limbs tangled with the ropes of Life and Death,

Body broken, 

Mouth bloodied,

Fingers crushed,

Sweet little scabs and bruises that make you look so different,

And so perfect.

One second closer to the edge of everything.

I twitch when I think of your bloody fingers wrapped around the brink

   of yourself,

Trying to pull your body over.

So sad,

It’s a pity.

I bet you welcomed it all in with pain.

Joy in falling,

Away,

Away from me.

I tried to hold you.

But you faded through my fingers and you disappeared.

Laura Ivins
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The Past Times
 
i am not going to tell you

about my childhood that i despise

a rough beating to the heart

that has permanently left a scar on my life

my mom’s entire life       our entire life

the crowded street filled with many unknown faces

the complete opposite on the inside

that uncomfortable cheap couch

and refrigerator filled with nothing

but what i hate most

crowded into that box of an apartment

those long lonely nights

when i had merely a blanket to comfort me

the rough look permanently stuck on that face

everything was dark and scary

with unwanted surprises 

too harsh to bear

this is exactly the reason

why an end was put to it all

it may be over

but reminders remain

in my life suffocating me

which is exactly why

i am not going to tell you

Christy Armstrong

Prince Charming
(A Sonnet)

He was, in fact, as charming as I’d hoped,

Despite his gruesome spots and slimy skin;

He seemed to smile at me from out his throat,

Where one by one the buzzing flies flew in.

I feared my royal duty close at hand,

Fervently praying all was over soon.

I hoped he would be regal, strong, and grand,

Not a tad like this lily-pad buffoon.

 
My lips drew near the bulging eyes of fate.

I grazed his cheek, resolving not to wince,

And stepped by on my dainty shoes to wait

As mist cleared to reveal my future prince.

 
And in that moment, I could see with dread

That I preferred him as a frog instead.

Kate Niswander
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Waltz of the Wardrobe

The pink cashmere sweater

Curtsies nervously to the

Long black tailcoat.

The black tailcoat wraps its sleeve around the waist

Of the pink cashmere sweater.

They fly through the air, swaying

To the voice of Sinatra.

The pink cashmere sweater leans back,

Supported by the black tailcoat,

Into a perfect dip.

 
The pink cashmere sweater slowly twirls

As a black silk skirt below it

Forms the shape of a narrow bell.

Elegant black pants with the customary stripe down the side

Appear below the black tailcoat,

Artistically moving the black silk skirt in perfect

Time to Sinatra’s voice.

 
Diamond earrings appear above the pink cashmere sweater,

Capturing the light from the chandelier,

Dividing it into thousands

Of sparkles of light that float across the room

As a top hat appears above 

The tailcoat,

Wandering around the room,

While the tuxedo pants guide it.

 
Sinatra’s voice dies out and

The tailcoat bows.

Hannah Wadsworth
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Tap Lessons, Malls, and Vacations

Remember when we shared our lunch

Remember when we played house

Remember when we took tap lessons together

Remember how you were the star of the class, and I was … terrible

Remember when we went to the mall by ourselves for the first times

Remember how at the mall you received your first “real” phone 

 number

Remember how I made you call it

Remember how we spoke on the phone for fourteen hours before I left 

 for Hawaii by myself

Remember how no matter what time of day, we were always on the

 phone

Remember how whenever we took vacations, we’d buy

 more souvenirs for each other than for our selves

Remember the trips to the Bahamas, and St. Martin, and Florida, and

 Martinique, and … remember all the trips

Remember how your mom had her first boyfriend since your dad,

 and you hated him
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Remember how I told you he wasn’t that bad

Remember how they got married and I told you not to cry

Remember how my parents would fight and I’d stay with you for 

 weeks at a time

Remember how Tony gave me my own room at your new house, but I 

 never used it anyways

Remember how he let me decorate the room too

Remember when you started not to hate him

Remember how I’d go with you between houses

 from your mom’s and dad’s and back

Remember how your mom would take frequent trips and forget about 

 you

Remember how I would rush over so you wouldn’t be alone

 watching your little sister in the empty mansion

Remember how just last week at the mall I said hello

Remember how you didn’t even look back

Tara Anne C. Matthews
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623 Bird Avenue

At the gates of heaven

The long Avenue runs from Delaware to Niagara 

Misguided, misdirected, confused

From east to west, predominantly one way

Switching directions periodically in a hasty insensitivity

But there are three blocks

 Where cars pass to and fro, driving east to west

 Into the dusk and dawn

Three blocks of residential homes, cold pavement littered with 

 Bicycles, chalk, and jump ropes

Just on the edge of the urban, middle paradise

The edge of the three blocks

There is a home, a house of cards - fragile, one touch

 And the dream is gone

 The kings and queens frown upon passersby

 The dog-walkers and joggers feel the frowns and wrinkled brows

 Eventually finding different routes, avoiding the lonely shame
 
At the gates of heaven

Before the highnesses once smiled on their callers and drifting neighbors

 Wishing Muses and Greek gods to join their thrones

 Of majestic purples and reside in their gracing presence 

A century before, the cards anticipated the slightest touch 

But the king’s glowing pearly whites and queen’s shining starry eyes

Polished over the weakness

Architects and calloused hands

Lacquered over the smiles and orbs with radiant

 Green paints, vibrant black shutters, and lace curtained windows

Rain and the Sun’s rays tarnished the lacquer leaving chipping

Paint, fallen spindles, home to termites, mold, leaks, and lacquered frowns
 
At the gates of heaven

In the home’s youth, nectar and ambrosia was found between

 Creases of Pompadour furniture and embroidered handkerchiefs
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Women of long hair tightly bundled and wrapped in buns

And men of long nights with cigars leaning on fireplace mantles

Found the arms of the queen and king
 
At the gates of heaven

Cornelius’ Cubans and Annabel’s tightly folded hair were soon replaced

With worn flawed furniture of their son, Joseph, weary of Black Tuesday

 Cigars were scarce, yet the tight buns pulling foreheads

To tolerable pain could not stop furrowed brows

Supplies of nectar and ambrosia ebbed as the chaise lounge’s

Smooth fabric wore holes and stuffing pussed from its wounds

The grasp of hearts, spades, clubs, and diamonds loosened
 
At the gates of heaven

A strong woman lifted the burden from Joseph and raised her children

Of a revolution within the cards’ protection

Wallpapering flower print, painting over varnished wood

And white shaggy carpets

Nancy raised six children of the Baby Boom in her grandparents’ 

Home losing its smell and tastes of the gods’ food and drinks

Under filthy, thick rugs
 
At the gates of heaven

All six children left a decaying city, a rotting avenue

Nancy was left to a house worn down with fingerprints

Left by the identities of its inhabitants

Like worn poker cards played by her father and grandparents

She died in a large, lonely home disgraced by 

Unflattering long forgotten fashions

 
The house of cards stands on the edge of paradise, the nectar and ambrosia

Long gone, the king and queen’s frowns ancient

The home lonely, forgotten and cold

Fell one December morning

The dream is over

Christine Luongo
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Apollo

Every morning he rode his chariot across the sky,

Lighting up the earth for everyone to see.

Beautiful Apollo rode through the heavens,

Pulling his fireball up, up, and down.

 
No more.

He left to make room for Galileo

To let the world worship science,

Like a one-dimensional three-year-old,

Refusing to believe what he can’t prove.

So the sun still rose but he wasn’t pulling it

The earth turned,

And without Apollo the sun went up, up, and down.

 
But she still worshipped him,

She hoped like a parched plant hopes for rain,

That he would come back,

She prayed that he would reappear

That he would make the day as bright as it used 
to be

In mornings when he was there to pull the sun up, up, and down.

 
Then when he did return she would be his new Daphne.

She would be the nymph just out of his reach;

The nymph who caught his eye and attained his heart

The one he chased out of love, lust, and fascination.

But she, the new Daphne, would change the story.

No longer would Daphne beg to be saved,

And turn into a tree.

Instead she would turn around

And accept Apollo tenderly.

Then their heart would merge into one,

Never to part

As connected as a muse to music.

Then together they would pull the fiery bringer of life 

Up, up, and down.

 
Anne Miller
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A Mind’s Own Country

she dreams the way she writes

in handpicked words that stray beyond the margins

scrawled on sweaty palms and crumpled napkins

translating a life that just happened to be hers

 
eyes closed and hands folded 

withered skin and aching joints clasped together

remembering the touch of earth and blood and blistered palms

trying to pinpoint the moment when she aged

it must have happened overnight

clasps hands tighter now, so her frail body won’t float away

off her bed of faded lace

 
she spends all her time in her mind’s own country now

slipping in and out of fuzzy beaches

blurry streets and shifting faces

because her hair isn’t thin and grey here

and neither is her smile

and the breath of wrinkles hasn’t crept around her face yet

this is where her hands can smell of cinnamon again

and she can put ribbons in her hair 

or give them to the birds in the park to add to their nests

 
she wakes with thoughts misted on the edge of a yawn

a word or two, fallen like lead on the unbroken stride of a jaywalker

and she invents the rest each morning

still grasping for the threads of sleep unraveling through her fingers 

before the dawn steals away with a little bit more of her time

and she is one day closer to not having any left at all.

 
Kristin Saetveit
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Go and Come Back

He would slide past them during their night games of dodge ball

and their evening hide and seek.

A breathing statue plastered upon the wooden benches of the parks.

Watching the girls slowly lose interest in basketball

and find ten-cent nail polish more to their liking.

Watching the boys slowly glide past first pick in kick-ball

to the much more dangerous world of Vodka sunrises and Tequila nights.

Somehow bridging out to the youthful world a warning,

for he had been to the world of alcoholic comfort,

and sacrificed his queens to the yearning for lipstick lovers and easy outs.

He had been, and come back.

 
He watched as the girls skirts grew shorter and the boys eyes grew darker.

Holding the weight of one thousand slippery escapes

and one hundred risky sneak-outs within their pupils

the baseball of their youth growing further away.

He watched as the girls’ dolls collected dust 

on the sidelines of a vapor volley-ball game, their mirror eyes watching 

with anxious hope, for only a minute ago, in the sheltering grass, they had been real.
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The old world of hide and seek swims away,

in its wake a blizzard of cigarette silence and Molson confidence

eats away at the parkway grass.

The man sits upon his bench, a breathing shadow,

admitting a low groan of sorrow from the depths of his cigarette-stained throat

and Molson-poisoned liver,

for he had been, and come back.

 
He’d watched his heroes burn out and eclipse, into marriage and family.

Watched his Slayers give into the world of baby showers

and flower print tablecloths.

He watched the park grow silent,

no more dodge balls or cigarettes, and no more cherry cream lip gloss,

its silence and stars tonight.

He remains within this hushed fairytale, not bothering to leave,

cause he knew the world of first birthday babies and first love wives,

and prefers the world of butter-cream innocence

and mischievous adolescence

He had been, and come back.

Tess Nowadly
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Class of 2007

Mexico Isn’t That Far From Here

It was a Friday night when I met the backseat of the car

With burn holes and wrappers littering the canvas

Five in total, boys in the front seats of course

With the girls crammed into the small three person seat

We pressed into the personal space of one another

In the smoky scorched splendor

And we slid smoothly into the silk black night

The unease of my attendence slowly waned as we drove

On and On and On

Unsure of where we were going

We drove past The Plaza many times

And each time looking at its luminous lights

But not half as radiant as the light that sparked in the front seat

The aroma, the choking scent that continued my dream

Uptown past the underpass

Downtown towards the unknown streets

None of us knew the exact address of our destination but

Like a newcomer in a foreign country

I watched the alien names of streets pass by in their vivid green freshness

Another puff of toxic fumes scent the sensation of my dishonest behavior down my spine
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And we all laughed heartily

At the street names and the billboards

The driver is sixteen and Weezer and Sublime and The Getup Kids blast out my eardrums

Driving past nine at sixteen, what a strange thought

The force had risen as we drove past the same street signs 

The circular motions made us familiar with our surroundings

Repeating our actions

Over and Over and Over

Until we had no choice but to be aware of them

And we became the best of friends

Friends?

We had nothing in common

Just a car full of smoky nonsense and uncertainty

A target and the sounds echoing through our ears

My face may exit through your ears one day

But these sounds are forever trapped in my mind

The one-way street that my brain has become

As we pull in backwards onto Jarboe

Since it only runs one way

Anna Small
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I Know
 
There is a feeling of both coming and going.

I see smiling of sun.  I hear breathing of trees.

All of a sudden, I hear a voice that keeps going and going.

If I were you, honey,

I wouldn’t chew gum in class.

You know what I am saying?

Would not chew gum in class!

That’s right, mom, I will try, I muttered.

I wonder what kinds of swimsuit I might buy.

A red and blue striped one-piece bathing suit?

No … that’s too old fashioned.

I will buy a brown floral pattern bikini.

Sweetheart?  I am not over yet!  Are you listening to me?

If I were you, I wouldn’t throw my socks inside out like your dad.

Would not throw socks inside out!

I know, I know, I said.

And I start to imagine myself in the deep blue ocean,

swimming slowly like a lazy fish.

Aaahem!  Claire!  Mom screamed.

Soft waves smooth over me.

A feeling of warm water and the smiling sun stroke me gently.

Ahem!

I feel soft waves becoming stronger.

Jooyeon Oh
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This Old House

It was when she had learned where each book should be,

or memorized the pattern of the carpet,

or traced for the thousandth time the curve of the sloping bookshelf,

her eyes catching at the sight of her own hand

moving steadily across the friendly contour.

An old hand, and an old bookshelf.

It was when her clothes became as nubby as the rugs she vacuumed,

her fingernails bleached along with her tiled floors,

when the breath of wrinkles on her face became no more out of place

than the re-glued cracks in her fine china.

It was when she started making her own messes,

and cleaning those up too,

time moving faster than her stiff fingers

trying to pinpoint the moment that she aged.

It was when she put her garden at the mercy of hired men,

maybe when she had stopped being able to see

the peeling yellow numbers on her mailbox.

When soap spots on forks became her laughter,

and holes in ancient towels became her tears,

when the worn spot in the carpet became her memory

and the scrapes in the wooden floor her friends.

It was when the WD-40 was sitting in the corner 

of the hall by the door,

but she pretended it wasn’t there, so she

could hear the screen door creak.

Katie Dryden
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Class of 2008

Fireflies, Darkness, and Short Days
 
Praise the light

Coming from your flashlight

In a dark field of fireflies

It allows you to be amidst so much splendor

Without feeling afraid

 
Praise the light 

That thin beam

Turning black grass to faded blue

Illuminating the ground to show that it is only

Thin spidery legs and mosquitoes’ bodies around you

Disgusting in its normalcy

For without this truth

It would appear that you were standing knee deep in an ocean of fairies

 
Praise the light for the moment

It purposefully goes out

On a whispered count of three

And feeling lost, exhilaratingly plunged into darkness and clarity

Of only fireflies

Wet grass sticking to your legs

And a moment of secret misunderstood mystery
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Hear the wind in its unintelligibility

Hear the swishing of grass and mud pounded 

Under rainboots

And see it swishing up behind you

As if drowning in an ocean full of iridescent mystifying glory

 
Praise the light for showing the rippling 

Of waves

And the tinkling of tiny boats

Floating on its surface and slowly sinking under

Praise the darkness for imagination

 
Praise the light for capturing happy simplicity in glass jars

And leaving it open on front lawns

Praise the light for allowing

The days we live

As if death were nowhere

The days when fireflies dance

Like unexplained ghosts in your eyes

Abi Stark
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The Cloud

It is early, not yet dawn.

Beyond my glass window I can still see the moon 

Still see the stars.

Specks of light embroider the black sky

Like a quilt, forming designs so intricate,

Only a true seamstress could have created it.

For the first time this summer

My skin does not stick to the sheets from the humidity.

The fan and the air conditioner have no purpose.

Yet there is something burning in the atmosphere.

A giant cloud of secrets and pain that keeps growing

So large, it reaches the ceiling.

The cloud, so menacing and large, is about to burst at any moment,

Wounding or killing those who are touched by it like acid rain.

A storm is coming.

 
Last night was a sleepless spell,

Staring at shadows that danced across my wall,

Or at the reflection of the moon on the waves.

There is no room in the house of sleep.

I had to watch out for the cloud, protect myself.

A storm is coming.

 
Suddenly, I hear footsteps.

The soft shuffle, the gentle gliding, they are my mother’s.

A lamp turns on in the hallway,
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The bright light disrupting my dancing shadows.

There is a hush, then a voice.

I knew it was my mother.

Whenever she comes near me,

I feel even more the presence of the cloud

Because it follows her.

A storm is coming.

 
She asks me to walk down to the beach.

The stars and the moon, once bright, begin to fade,

Making way for the mighty sun.

I follow her footsteps like day follows night.

The sand is cold and damp between my toes.

Her lavender nightgown billows behind her,

As we sit down by the edge of the retreating water.

She searches the sky as if looking for words.

I wish the ocean would swallow me up

Because the cloud which has followed us

Is about to burst at any moment.

The pounding in my head beats in tune with the waves.

My mother turns to me, takes me in her arms.

A storm is coming.

“I’m sick,” she says.

Clare Zweig
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Limitations
 
With stars embroidered into a dark sky

And the night as a foreboding sea of blackness

I was practicing to lie down beside the willow tree

It drooped below the ground and reached above the sky

Into the dirt and beyond the heavens

 
A sleepless night 

With a melancholy air

I was practicing to lie down next to the limitless window

Filled with a thousand dreams and fears

Extending out of the house and around the world

 
A broken tune billowing through the shadows

With a thousand unsung notes and wrongly said melodies

I was practicing to lie down beside the doorway

Higher than the trees but shorter than the clouds

 
With a discovery of a new day

A new time, a new beginning

I lay down beside the sun

Heather Kimmins
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At That Hour

From that hour, as the sun

releases its embroidered gaze upon the earth, as

the flowers extend their heads to the sky, as

the people open their eyes and their dream is lost, that is

when the night is a passing shadow, easily forgotten, as dreams are,

never discovered, the time when all there is around are sleepless

creatures that await the coming day,

 
From that hour, that specific moment when

everything is on the verge of change or disruption, that second in time

when there exists and in-between, not here or there, atmosphere,

as dreams are neither real nor false, as the billowing winter is just

a disappearance, not an old event, as a boat is a window to the ocean

or an exit from the rest of the world,

 
At that hour I am in the middle.

 
Hilary Epes
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Class of 2009

What Are We Now

It was a scratch then

And chocolates and bloody noses

Yeah, scratch and wamo

Kill or be killed 

What did we call it?

Snoop 

Yeah and wamo

Park benches and public swings

Cat tails and lilacs and blue ribbons

Yeah

And wamo

 
Drug wars and car races

And swordfights

Lions and tigers and bears

Oh my

Yeah and then there was wamo

Moon men, tie-dye, hubcaps

Pepsi and popcorn

Drive in picture shows

Race music

And wamo

 
The sit-in at Stubbs’ diner

Yea that was wamo

Or maybe kapluie

No it was wamo

Yeah real wamo

 
Red leather, pink lace, black velvet

That was wamo and sorta ka-pow

Like the fish out of water or the three-

legged dog you adopted

No, more like the blind mouse that 

Jumps off the counter

 
The sci-fi movies that weren’s Sci or fi

Like Swamp Thing

Yeah they weren’t wamo or kapow

No they were splat

Yeah real splat

 
The black jacket gang

Who never wore their black jackets

Just jeans and crisp white tee shirts

And switch blades

No baseball caps allowed

But we didn’t care

We wore them anyway

Yeah

That was wamo

 
What happened to us

 
First we lost our wamo

Then our kapow

Then our kapluie

So what we are now

Splat

Yeah real splat

 
Jordan Mitchell
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Apple Crisp

Have you ever wondered

why the birds soar?

Or maybe how the sap glistens

like golden amber eyes?

Like my very own, 

watching in fascination 

as the stark red fire ants

raised their flags

of fresh ridged leaves

smattered with glass drops.

Green spheres crowded 

the branches, some still blossomed

with pure soft petals

of absent color and dark.

Reaching with pale soiled fingers

to grasp sturdy branches,

I swing, 

Pretending to be the free creature

that I dream and wish I were.

Have you ever picked 

cotton candy in the pretense

that if it were a cloud,

it would whisk you away?

As my icy hands slipped 

from the sticky amber resin,

the woman I call warmth

and sunshine caught this visionary

in her cloud-laden arms.

Eyes wide in fear,

streaming salty tears,

spreading smiles upon our faces

and hearty chuckles within.

Have you ever wanted to sit

and lie on damp sunlight?

Or perhaps embrace 

sweet scented relation?

I have.

Rowan Morgan
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Golden Dream

A dreary grey day,

In a dreary wet wood.

Water drops dripping off the dead brown leaves,

Forming muddy puddles at the base of the trees.

Trees gnarled with age and weather,

Stooping from the weight of the years.

A half-eaten mushroom overturned on its back, 

The water in its cap reflecting the solid, grey sky.

 
From the west, 

Where the hope of the sun is long dead,

A solitary ray breaks the impenetrable clouds,

Cascading through the branches

To crown the trees with glory.

Falling,

Like a stairway to heaven,

Stairs too weak for a doubter

But solid for a dreamer.

Flitting off the rain drops,

Twinkling like wulfenite gems,

Flowing over the accumulation of mass,

Forming a river of gold.

Creeping up behind the mushroom cap

To fringe it with a halo of light,

Transforming the sagging spider’s web

Into a tapestry of gold.

 
A ribbon of forest glows with majesty.

The the magical light is swallowed by

 the night 

And all is as before.

 
Nothing remains but a dream.

Kyrie Vermette
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Class of 2010

Charlie Press Never Gets His Sunset Scene

Here comes old Charlie 

And Boss

 
Here comes old Charlie Press

In his stolen stagecoach

 
He whips the sprinting horses

With his crazy blue eyes

 
Old Charlie Press

Loves his Boss

 
Boss goes

Press follows

 
Charlie Press says

Watch me ride off into the sunset

Boss

 
But Boss loses Press

Loses him to the sun

Loses him to the whiskey

 
And like the sun setting in an old western 

Charlie Press is gone

Roll Credits

Sophie Herrman
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Violet Diamonds and Storks

Our trio walks into his office

(More like his interrogation room).

Mom waits in the lobby.

 
His office is made as ugly as possible.

It’s supposed relaxed look is defeated by 

its awful appearance.

 
A lamp with a cold neon light shines

through an off-white shade.

 
A painting of a stork with gray feathers

flying over misty mountaintops with 

bamboo trees.

 
Dreary off-white striped wallpaper and a

bright white-tiled ceiling with black dots 

is complemented by a violet carpet the

color of children’s Tylenol.

 
A big high-backed chair

to match the wallpaper,

and a lumpy couch the same off-white

color with violet diamonds on it

face a cushiony chair of a dull gray.

 

I choose the couch

and my five year old legs barely touch

the ground.

My sister sits beside me

(Her feet can touch the ground).

and my brother takes the only other seat

available - the high-backed chair.

It makes his ten year old self look small

and insignificant

(that is probably its only purpose).

 
And finally the man with the gray

pointed beard and beady black eyes

takes his throne

in the dull gray cushiony chair.

He rests his feet on the matching stool

and turns on the lamp on a side table

which has no purpose.

 
He takes a yellow legal  pad and a ballpoint pen.

The interrogation begins … 
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I trace the violet diamonds

with my fingers,

while he questions my siblings.

When it comes my turn,

I don’t know what to say.

One wrong answer

and he gives a little nod,

like he knew this already,

raises his eyebrows to breaking point

and scribbles loudly on his legal pad.

 
Sometimes I just don’t answer.

Instead I trace the violet diamonds or

stare at the gray stork in the painting.

These acts apparently do not bother him,

but I know he is frustrated

and would like to tell the dim-witted

little girl

to answer the question.

 
This does not bother me.

 

The interrogation goes on

with mindless, never-ending, irrelevant

questions.

It is like a poorly planned game show

where the contestants

do not want the money

and therefore do not want to answer the questions.

 
Then the hour is up.

He says, “We will continue where we 

left off at our next appointment.”

 
Our trio exits the room,

does not say goodbye.

We hurry out of the building,

trying to forget until next time.

Robin Epes
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His Honest Curse

It’s no lie that God is selfish

I see the signs of you in the sky

He created perfection and kept us here all

Living in hell

I see it in the blistering sun

Burning our skin cancerous

Yet it’s the sweet blue sky that raises your notice

And you bring it to mine

And for the flies that try to meet the sun

They die millions of miles away

But the birds that glide against the blue air

They thrive until their kingdom come

And a cloud may come

Filled with rain

But they hide within their nested homes

And the flies are smothered back to the ground

To only begin their lifeless journey over and over

And the water we won’t drink

For you will turn it into wine

 

Boy, I see you in my mind being a fly in the rain

Until the eye of the storm comes

You’re fighting to stay in flight

And when the sun comes out

It’s nearly in reach

But you just miss it

No, wait, that is me

Now make me believe

Do more than tell

Make me believe that he is a bird

A bird flying against the blue

Far and far, until true kingdom come

And please, make this misery done.

Caroline Horrigan
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Class of 2011

Gone, Baby, Gone

We make such a good team,

Gathering what’s been left us.

Forcing the pieces together

Till they are jaded and broken,

The fine lines that define them,

Us--Ruined.

 
I have a tattoo gun and I’m staining 

Your lips.

DANGER embedded in your skin.

Like how I was interlaced in the

Fabric of your worn,

Worn jeans.

 
Suddenly it’s summer

And I’m a surgeon

Stitching your tattooed lips 

Together.

So you can’t tell another,

Lie.

 
July eleventh, December fourth

… February twenty-third

And it’s all Gone,

Baby, Gone.

Elizabeth Bassett
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Maxwell’s Secrets

When I lived in never-never land

I would dip my delicate feet

Into the apple-cider sea

The scent of the lotus the strongest

Fused with tulips and dry rain

The boy teaching me how

Showing me to inhale, exhale, repeat

 
When I visited the Finger Lakes

I felt confined by seaweed

Compelled to drown, or swim

Plunging into my saltwater mistakes

I learn to dream in black and white

How to fight off frequent fatigue 

While fused with feeling no time, no space

 

At first I was in a green dress

Whirling through fabrications

Learning all of Maxwell’s secrets

If you buy my one splash of innocence

I will sell the rest for free

Focus or blurred facts

I’m paranoid, laughing, tasting liberty

 
And then I became a princess

But never could I feel the pea

I was left standing outside the castle

Rain gathering puddles of forgotten captivity

Rapid heartbeat echoing through the alleys

As I slowly drift into a zone of no return

Mirrors, cedar closets, and limitless sleep. 

Sarah Collins
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The King

He had a forest of tangled hair

He looked as if he was ready to pounce

Teeth bared, prepared to attack the 

Cameraman.

 
The wood-paneled walls look dirty

Dented and scratched

From one too many indoor hockey games

Or from someone who needed to sharpen his

Claws

To prepare for a fierce battle

(The only way things were settled in the Jungle.)

 
The pool table - oh how cliche - 

Held an old box of pizza - 

An aged carcass, rotting on the Savannah

Though one piece was left

The vultures and hyenas did not want

To pick the bones dry.

 
Deflated balloons and torn paper streamers

Hung from the ceiling

Like vines on the high Amazon trees.

The inhabitants are not gorillas

Or bears

Or elephants

But college boys

Living in their natural habitat -

The Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity house.

 

No, I was not there.

I am Jane Goodall studying her chimps

I am Jacques Cousteau exploring my own

underwater world

I am Steve Irwin pushing the limits with 

Sting-rays

I am Mary Leaky looking back at the way 

Things used to be.

 
And how they have changed

Though his forest is gone, his silvery bristles

Still remain

The one who never bathed

Now leaves a stampeding cloud of cologne 

Wherever he goes

Wearing a tie is a daily thing now

Sometimes he’ll add a coat to confuse his 

Prey

If his cubs dent his wall

His claws will come out again

The dead, rotting carcass is replaced with

One hundred calorie packs and the South

Beach Diet

There are no vines in his Jungle.

 
Things are his way in his Jungle

Because he is the lion

The king of the Jungle.

Olivia Knauss
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Seafoam and Daggers

She paces the deck 

The wood rough on her bare feet

As she watches the waves toss

Where her sisters had

Come up to greet her

And to give her this:

A knife

A dagger

A weapon with which 

To win her war

Both jagged and curved and cruel.

Her warm fingers clutch

The dagger’s hilt

Cold and threatening

Against her palm.

As she presses her ear to the door

Greeting nothing but silence

She tests the blade against her palm

Presses it to her skin

And blood beads form.

 
She fears to guilt (this is right, she knows it)

Nor being caught

For in this cabin-boy disguise

She looks nothing like herself.

 

The door slides open

Beneath her hand

Smooth and soft as an angel’s song.

She creeps across the floor 

With steps as soft as snow

And stands beside the bed

And the sleeping couple.

 
Her jealousy like a banshee

Screams of grief and rage

And predicts a death

Soon to come.

 
She looks at the sleeping bride.

Her golden curls and

Shut silver eyes

And then worse yet

Her coral-pink lips

That still have the blessing of speech.

And worse yet

The blessing of his kiss.

 
There is no pending regret

As she lifts the knife

No rush of fear 

As it plunges down.
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There is no sound

And little blood

Thanks to the witch’s spell.

She hoists the body

Through the porthole

And into the waves.

The knife follows suit 

Dissolving into seafoam.

 
She lets down her hair

And crawls in beside him.

As the night gives way

She closes her eyes and

The truth is there.

Though she lies at her prince’s side

Her heart is nowhere near.

 
Her heart still belongs

To the sea.

Melissa Gerace
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Class of 2012

Like the Pyramids

By the time December marched in, I tried not to notice that

It was time to move along.

I can still recall warm evenings thick with love

And the smell of your peppermint perfume

And your Sunday dinners.

But this blanket of snow we had no idea was falling

Left us buried and cold.

You shouldn’t have faded out in a white vacant room.

And I’m sorry if they pushed you away,

But the rest of us were sitting here saying,

“Please don’t leave.”

Sometimes I find boxes of you left in the attic,

I know that this gets hard, but isn’t love supposed to last forever?

Like the pyramids,

Shouldn’t people last forever?

Mingus Daniels-Taylor
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On The Edge

I am not going to tell you about the dock on the river

Where the wood splinters and creaks at every step

That releases pressure unto it.  Where its long narrow T-shape

Forces you to choose a side when you reach the last dehydrated plank.

Where the rusted copper-toned pipes give what little support

They can to the uneven path.  Where the right side of the top of the T

No longer exists, jaggedly chopped to sever the ties between the

Past and future.  Where a park bench stands bolted to the decaying wood

So as not to fall into the depths of the two-foot-deep river water.  Where

Neighbors have sat together on the same neon-green towel after a boat ride.

Where a father has taught each daughter how to hook, line, and sinker.

Where a girl has laid to bronze her pale skin in order to produce a glow.

Where a girl waited on the bench as a boy knelt in front of her.

Where a girl took the plunge into the navy blue-tinted water, unknowing

What awaited her.  No, I’m not going to tell you about this place.

Jaime Engl
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The House on Norberry Street

I am not going to tell you about the cream-colored house at the end of Norberry Street

with the wealthy family with two children and a golden retriever and the garden which is

always perfectly trimmed with the exquisite daisies and cherry-red roses protruding out

of the perfectly aligned white picket fence and the way the stunningly handsome dog

wakes up every morning to dash out and bark at the mailman or how the daughter,

Stephanie, wakes up to straighten her already pin-straight blonde hair caking loads of

make-up to conceal the dark circles under her once brightly sparkling green eyes and how

the son, Robert, wakes up in the early morning to leave for the gym to work out before

school, trying to achieve the dream of a football scholarship everyone else has convinced

him he wants.

 
I definitely won’t tell you about how the mother cries like a helpless child in the middle 

of the night in her pastel green quiet room wearing her silk white robe because her 

husband hasn’t arrived home even though she knows his work hours only go till 8 and 

how the bed is neatly straightened in the morning with no wrinkles on the flowery bed 

sheet under useless numerous pillows as if everything was just dandy and as if no tears

had spilled out the night before like a violent waterfall.

 
I cannot tell you about Stephanie’s room and how the bright pink walls reflect nothing

she desires and how she yearned for a dark maroon color which her mother said would

bring her mood down even though Stephanie argued and muttered that nothing could

bring her mood down even more and she stayed up late into the night blasting her iPod so

she could drown out the sounds of the constant whimpers of her poor mother in the middle of

sleepless nights while she grasped the bright pink pillow that annoyingly matched her

brightly painted walls and screamed into it while her stinging eyes watered.

 
It would be rude of me to tell you about how their son sneaks away in the middle of the

night and takes time to reflect about life and looks up into the endless sky as the tiny stars 
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shine as he walks out the baby-blue back porch where the stunningly handsome dog lies

on its side and how he walks cautiously down the neatly paved sidewalk until he reaches

the grim eerie entrance and walks over to the worn-down block of stone, kneels down and

weeps noisily.

 
It would be wrong of me to tell you how Stephanie pulls the covers up over her head with

her newly manicured nails that her mom ordered her to get and how she brings the picture

toward her face and clicks the flashlight on to converse with the lifeless photograph and it

is probably wrong to tell you how Robert stashes the alcohol under heaps of unwashed

clothes eternally filling the messy spacious closet with putrid odors to drink, trying to

terminate the strong feelings of angriness mixed with distress locked away in the deep of his soul.

 
I refuse to tell you that I am the father of these two amazing children and was once the 

husband of the striking woman whose tears fall on the once-shared bed as she attempts to 

fall into a deep sleep because the man she married now is nothing but nothing of good 

news and I will not tell you how the house at the end of Norberry Street was once mine

with its brightly colored walls and neatly designed kitchen and the living room with china

from the extravagant wedding and how at one point in time everyone in that house smiled 

with cheerful faces and laughed about nonsense but now how everyone hides their tears

and sadness in the small of their hearts and how that grand house used to sing in

happiness but now cries in despair.  I will not tell you how things altered when I died two

years ago to this day from an atrocious car accident on the thruway where someone was 

not paying attention and I don’t really care to tell you about how I intently watch my 

family struggling with grief through their everyday life as they are unable to realize how

grateful they should be for still living to experience God’s good earth of wonder.

                    Lea Karnath
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Lost Lost Lost

A clean slate but worse tomorrows

Came after one of my biggest losses

Some people lose keys, people, pets

I lost an entire school

It all started with twelve tabs

And a scumbag ex-boyfriend

Day one: Sunday

Hey.  I found twelve hydros

In my step-mom’s bedroom

Want them?

Done Deal

Day two: Monday

Twelve little white pills

Wrapped impossibly

In composition paper and tape

He handed them to me

Ignoring that his nails were long

With dirt underneath

Day three: Tuesday

Sitting in the office

Separated from each other

Courtesy of a narc

Cops outside

A year older, I would have left in cuffs

Those three days

Sent me away from “Heroin High”

To a private school that no one had heard of

Knowing how much I hated private schools

With everyone sheltered

Knowing no problems beyond the drama

Played on teeny-bop shows on The N

Best friends.  Lost

Illegal substances.  Lost

Lowered expectation teachers.  Lost

Cutting classes and leaving school.  Lost

But …

Bad reputations.  Lost

Hateful parents telling their kids

To stay away from me.  Lost

Being called “Emo”, “Goth”, “Druggie”,

“Whore”.  Lost

Creepy older guys my friends would bring

Over.  Lost

Good and bad.  Lost

Aislinn Brand
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Class of 2013

The God Forsakes Us
 
Friedrich Nietzsche said,

“God is dead.”

His old sentiment took me to the church.

Disciples stood, forming a fanatic avenue.

Bargaining with god, 

They grumbled for their desires.

I didn’t do anything under the stained glass.

What I did, I escaped from the herd.

“God is dead”

Whispered like a magic spell.

I said,

Nietzche, you are dead.

 
Ji Eun Choi
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Ganga
 
They say you carried

Whiskey in your boot while stalking around the family farm,

Shouting at the hands.

They say you slept with a 

Pistol under your pillow every night.

 
They say you’re 

Native American.

I picture raven-feather braids hanging down your back,

A pair of matched blades,

Straight as a magic wand - 

You’re 

Pocahontas, Sitting Bull, Kaya, my American Girl doll.

Tall and proud, a noble savage.

 
But was that you?  Too many stories have

Reached my ears from

Grandmas, aunts, cousins, dad.

 
They say my great-great-grandparents 

Adopted you from some unknown place.

Everyone says, and

I don’t know.
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I wonder

If that raven hair shone like sparks of starlight

 Reflected in the midnight stillness of my summer pond,

Shadowless ripples sipping at the bank,

Cicadas whirring,

Fireflies etching indelible lines on the insides of my eyelids as

I blink.

 
I wonder

If you would be proud of me, care for me,

Or if you’d be just disappointed your descendants

Forgot

All the details, the quirks, the expressions, gestures that together create

You,

Your laugh - was it

 Gentle, a young mother’s caress to her newborn child;

 Grating, an officer’s bark to his men on the battlefield, a cowgirl’s holler to her bronco;

 Many-layered, an origami of hidden smiles, rich as your mother’s farmhouse gravy.

 
At least I know this:

They say you carried whiskey in your boot.

Eliza Hopkins
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Her Name Was Jocelyn

Her name was Jocelyn.

Now, I don’t know what to call her.

I can’t call her my friend, or my sister, or call

her beautiful.

People who are beautiful don’t savagely rip

themselves apart until they are nothing.

Maybe I can call her “Nothing.”

Seeming that there’s nothing on her bones and 

nothing on her mind but losing everything.

 
I can’t call Jocelyn “Everything.”

She used to be everything to me and everything I 

wanted to be.

She was an outgoing version of me

that is being shut down by that one person

who I thought I loved the most.

Can’t get Jocelyn’s picture in your head yet?

Jocelyn is like an ice-cream carton.

Empty all the contents of that carton and what 

do you get?

Pure disappointment.

I guess comparing Jocelyn to ice cream is

inappropriate.

After all ice cream, well, food in general, is her 

enemy and bully.

 

What’s the best way to stand up to a bully?

Ignore that bully and shut that bully out of your 

life.

Jocelyn is shutting her bully right out of her life.

Jocelyn’s life is not very real anymore.

There’s no life in that obnoxiously charming,

funny, and “day-making” girl.

All life was sucked out of her by every stupid

teen magazine, dumb movie star, stuck-up

model, that pressuring mother holds every

expectation for her daughter to be

Perfect.

 
Jocelyn isn’t perfect like she used to be.

Now she is a perfectly dead, a perfectly lifeless,

and a perfectly empty soul trapped in a crawling 

body.

Want to help?

Sure, try to address the issue but all you’re going

to get is an excuse.

Maybe I can call Jocelyn “Excuses.”

Every sacred chance I get to see my dying sister

is unpleasantly pushed away by hateful, hurtful,

horrible excuses about imaginary previous

engagements.

They aren’t real.  They are never real.
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I can say that Jocelyn is real.

She is real sick, real unhealthy, and really

hurting me every time she hurts herself.

Every time she makes that move to force her 

stomach to jump and empty out all its

“bad behaviors.”

Every time she passes up a meal.

Every time she scrapes her corpse-like carcass

off of her bedroom floor and carries it to the 

gym to punish herself for neglecting 

her main goal.

Every time she looks in the mirror and

continuously and savagely repeats to herself,

“I’m ugly.  I’m worthless.  I’m fat.”

 
I want to tell her everything that is on my mind.

I could say “Stop.  Stop slowly but efficiently

killing yourself.”

Time is wasting away just like she is.

The elements get thinner and thinner while

seconds, minutes, hours, days, and pounds are 

shed.

She goes down and we all go down.

Everyone who loves her will go down.

And everyone loves her.

 
Finally, I found a word to describe Jocelyn.

Jocelyn is love.

I know I can’t save her.

You can’t save her.

She’s slipping away and she loves it.

She loves everything and everyone but herself

and I will dedicate all my blood, my tears,

my heart, my fears, my open arms,

and every open ear to listen so she can

tell me what I can do to make her better.

 
Her name was Jocelyn.

But, it will be Stronger.

Jocelyn will be Stronger.

 
Maddie Gacioch
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Tom Hennery

Born in New Jersey, raised in Massachusetts.

My Pa put my three younger sisters and me on a boat

and rowed us here for 7 days, 6 nights.

I was frail, small, and simple-minded.

My curly, golden locks played a role

in my careless behavior.

We ate wheat and cheese.

Pa didn’t have a standing job, and 

Ma was dyin’ of a rheumatic fever.

So I had to do all the house chores.

Feedin’ my little sis was like trying’

to fit a watermelon in a pin hole.

Now that I’m older, I only have one thing on my mind - 

GTL, gym, tan, laundry.

With my wife beater on and my cutoff jeans,

I go to the club to get as many babes as I can,

so I don’t have to think about 

what I came from or what I grew out of.

I miss my Ma.

What can I say?

Don’t talk to Pa much and

my little sisters moved somewhere in Cali,

so they could be something bigger than “New Jersey.”

It doesn’t matter anymore.

It ain’t like I don’t miss them or anything,

but we all just grew apart.

I believe things would have been better if we never moved outta Jersey.

Alida Tabaro
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Class of 2014

After All

After all, what is love without a little hate?

Worthless; not special, an emotionless-filled fate.

 
There’d be no joy, there’d be no fears,

no sing-songy praise or salty tears.

 
After all, what is life without some death sprinkled in?

A boring one-act play in which no one can win.

 
There’d be no goodbyes, or even hellos for that matter,

just a world filled with wandering peoples and some garrulous chatter.

 
After all, what is truth without a side of lies?

A hypocritical and inane concept, a masterful guise.

 
There’d be no sinfully spun tales to cover up the facts,

nor tangled webs of regret hiding soft-trodden tracks.

 
But who am I to comment on such matters as these?

One small voice of many, faltering in the breeze.

 
Molly Armstrong
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She Is Always Right

My sister told me

not to touch the fire,

so, of course, I did.

 
The hand I used 

was burned for days,

and I cried very loudly.

 
My sister told me

not to play with barbed wire,

so, of course, I did.

 
The fingers I used 

were scratched for days,

and I cried very loudly.

 
My sister told me 

not to talk back,

so, of course, I did.

 
The words I used

sent me to bed with no dessert,

and I cried very loudly.

 

My sister told me 

not to climb the tree,

so, of course, I did.

 
The tree I used 

was too high above the ground,

and I cried very loudly.

 
My sister told me 

not to wander off,

so, of course, I did.

 
The mall I got lost in

was extremely crowded,

and I cried very loudly.

 
My sister told me 

not to like that boy,

so, of course, I did.

 
The heart he took 

broke into one thousand pieces,

and I cried very quietly.

 

My sister told me

not to eat the strawberries,

so, of course, I did.

 
The strawberries I ate 

twisted up my stomach,

and I cried very quietly.

 
My sister told me

not to go on the trip,

so, of course, I did.

 
The place I went

made me horribly homesick,

and I cried very quietly.

 
My sister told me 

not to miss her when she left,

so, of course, I did.

 
The place she went

was very far away,

but I did not bother crying.

Maribel Leddy
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The Rule Which Forbids Cantonese
 
There is an old sentence in China,

“How big the land is, that’s how many dialects the Chinese speak.”

 
Just heard the news around February:

The government decided to forbid Cantonese in common areas.

 
Cantonese,

The language we use in Guang Dong, South China.

Also Macao and Hong Kong.

For me, 

It is the language of home.

 
Most of us can speak two kinds of Chinese,

Mandarin and our local dialects.

But actually we use our local dialects more in daily life.

Both are my mother languages.

 
I am in the land which is far away from home.

I hear this new rule.

I can do nothing about it.

Can you imagine that one day

You cannot use your mother language anymore?

 
Then, when I go back to my hometown,

The land is still the old land,

But the people are strangers

And no Cantonese anymore.

Xiao Zhang
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Places That Have My Dreams

I have never been to Provence

The city filled with lavender

The air is purple, the sound is sweet

And I have never spent my whole day reading a book under Provence’s sunshine

Or closed my eyes, thinking about some questions of friendship, love or the future

Sometimes life needs to be easier

I’d like to stay away from my computer and cellphone

I’d like to sleep upon the purple lavender sea

 
I have never been to the moon

A mystery place far away from me

I believe there are fairies on it

I believe they sleep on the laurel, sing a song we never heard

I’d like to go to the moon, wave my hands to the earth

So that they will see me - my parents, my friends, my lost dog, and my secret garden

The world is so big, but we only have one moon

 
I have never been to Sendai, a small city in Japan

Although I have dreamed one thousand times of it 

For me, it is the headstream of my spirit, the homeland of the person I esteem
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I have never joined a war

But I can tell how great he was when he fought his enemies

I can tell how confident he was when he said he wanted to unify the country 

He said: You will succeed only if you want to succeed

I wrote this sentence on the wall

It encouraged me during hundreds of midnights

It witnessed the days I strived for my future

I have never met him, a great person from one thousand years ago

I have never been to his homeland, but my dreams are there

 
I have never been to Everest, the highest mountain in the world

I heard how cold the wind blows, how difficult it is for people to breathe 

I know hundreds of warriors are sleeping under the snow

But I also know how thirsty people are to stand upon the mountain

I have never thought about climbing Everest,

But I do need to think about the everest inside my heart

It represents my wonderland, my final destiny

Am I strong enough to set foot on my long, formidable journey?

Xuanqi (Winnie) Lu 
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Class of 2015 

A Forest Encounter

The honeyed sun spotted the summer pond,

Drizzled patches of gold across the forest floor

Spattered with shadows, splayed out beneath the trees,

As I marched, a tiny, t-shirted queen surveying her grounds.

My toes, in open sandals, dotted a neat path through the leaves.

 
But suddenly, the treacherous ground cracked open.

I reeled, as, from the sulfurous depths of the earth

Emerged a chainsaw-buzzing tornado, fizzing fitfully,

Of torturers carrying arrows, lances, flaming spears,

Quickly inflicting small but brutal wounds.

 
I ran away, flailing, sandals slapping behind,

Windmilling my arms as if to take flight.

The trickle of bees whirred off into the lengthening shadows.

 
Ground bees are useless, grubby creatures;

They don’t produce honey as a good insect should.

They bumble artlessly, beating the dusty soil

With wings that seem designed for better things.

 
Anna Magavern
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You Have a Pink House?

I used to say:

Yes, I do.

My mother used to say:

It’s salmon, not pink.

Up the hill

Ironically called 

High

Street,

One house away from the

Red stop sign

Which used to mark the end of my 

Horse-back (bike) riding

Journey.

A knock on the door - 

Can Marivi play?

Asked

Haley

And 

Sarah

Gleefully.

A splash in the 

Pool

On a summer’s night - 

Dessert to follow with friends in the 

Moonlight

The doorbell rings

I open the door

The Earth falls out of orbit - 

The official document 

Of my nightmares in my hands.

11 years old

Faced with grown-up problems

Re(po)ality comes

Knocking

And it

Won’t go away.

Neither will the 

tears.

Turn that light off!

Close the drapes!

Hiding in the dark like

World War II

Victims.

Who knew 

Shuffle Off to Buffalo 

Would become interminably relevant?

Reading about the real Holocaust only

Brought more

Pain

Of the

Past.

The doorbell rings in my ears like a gun

Shot.

You have a pink house?

They asked.

I 

Had

A pink house.

Salmon!

Cries my mother.

 Marivi Howell-Arza 
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Dancing House

The wolves sounded like my mother crying but it was really

Just the house dancing

 I was yelling

  And smiling

I remember losing my mind.

    There was something so pleasant about that place

    Placed under fake stars

Where the police were sitting on call

Helping me catch my breath and forget

I remember the house dancing

    And the beat was his screaming

    And the drum was her face

    And the thuds I heard never were music notes

    Side stepping around my morals kept the time

I jumped and the house kept dancing

Dancing.

I remember dancing

   There is something so beautiful about spilled ink

        and broken buildings

 

The wolves sounded like my father weeping but it was really 

Just the house dancing
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   Dancing away with me

   The police caught their own breath

   I started running mid-sentence

Because they said I could go, so I went, and they questioned it

I went dancing with my house

   This house is a broken building

    Beautiful, but irrelevant

   This house I grew up in tortures me

   Pulls the knife and stains the sink

       I like to go dancing

       With this broken building

My mother said the wolves weren’t crying but it sounded like my mother was lying

        So I kept dancing with this house

 

   With this sucked so thin and 

   Pulled so dry and

   Cut so deep

   

     Dancing house.

Aurora Derby
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Behind the Desk that Built His Grave

The grandfather’s clock strikes 1, 2, 3

Soft sunshine sun divulges dust

Scattered across the smooth wood polish

Lies among two rough hands

Weak and weary from use

Sapphire veins bulge through the pale skin

And stress shows through

 
The grandfather’s clock strikes 4, 5, 6 

Closing Time begins; it is that everyone is gone

All is quiet

Except behind a wood desk

& behind a locked door

More numbers of time lay before

Drunk lawyer of litigations

 

The grandfather’s clock strikes 7, 8, 9

A double beat

Followed by paralyzing silence

As motions stutter

& the liquid gold falls from the hands

To cascade toward the numbers of time

 
The grandfather’s clock strikes midnight

A deep echo rings 

A final heartbeat sounds

Heard by not a soul

 
Behind a wood desk

& behind a locked door

The cold, starch white body stood still

Behind the desk that built his grave.

Hannah Atkinson
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Class of 2016

Seasons

When the autumn breeze starts blowing, 

Beautiful lyrics are made when summer cicadas vanish, 

I hold winter snow in my hands, 

Welcome a warm spring. 

Spring

Following the slight breezing wind, I find you. 

Even though you are at the ends of the world,

When you come, I act like a child, 

Bringing a colorful kite, 

Running on the extremely green grass, 

Listening to the sound of streams flowing, 

Catching fish in the gurgling brooks,

Enjoying the whispers of birds in the trees.

Spring is a season of hope.

Summer 

Following the summer rain, I find you. 

Even though we are across thousands of mountains 
and rivers

I stand by a clear lake.

The bluish water is rendering my heart. 

It makes me feel the brilliance of summer. 

The midsummer sky is scoured by the rain

And appears the color of the rainbow.

Summer is a season of fantasy. 

Autumn 

Following the autumn frost, I find you. 

I stand on the peak of a mountain,

Watching as the sun goes down. 

The sunset glow falls on my shoulders. 

It makes me feel I am the only person in the world. 

A breeze comes and leaves fall. 

Mature fruits drop on the land. 

Autumn is a season of harvest. 

Winter 

Following the winter snow, I find you. 

I curl on my bed, staring at the view outside the 
window. 

The children, full of mirth, make snowmen. 

After the first snow,

I look far into the distance. 

The entire world is covered with a spotless and 
flawless quiet. 

Suddenly, the world stops spinning. 

Winter is a season of sweetness. 

Yicen (Jessica) Liu 
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Verity 
 
Key slides in slowly, reluctantly, brass

Reacquainting with brass 

Both knowing they play the traitors

By opening the door to what they once 

Swore to protect

I know that lies hide here somewhere 
 

Giving the cold metal and silent wood the 

Life of red scandal
 

I step into the darkness 

Velvet, silk, and satin frosted with mildew

The snow of aged winter and the testament 

To time

Greet me silently, puffs of ghostly dust 

Invite me to dance 

To a tune apparitions hum but 
 

I know that lies hide here somewhere
 

Between the folds of ancient cloth

And buried in the cracks in the floorboards

Too many tangled webs of old secrets lie 

Waiting to ensnare me into the past 

To see through the eyes of the ghosts 

Rustling the dresses 

 

I find the diary buried in a pile of blood-

Colored velvet

Battered and dusty, neglected but still 

Speaking because 

Secrets whisper through the soft nets of 

Words 

Curling across pages like grasping vines 

Knots tying threads to everywhere

I hold gossamer paper, leather crusted with 

Time 

But the ghosts know I hold life

In the palm of my hand

Lie the secrets of the Dead
 

I pull apart the leather doors, peer into the 

Dusty yellowed cave

Where once someone kept the dark parts of 

Herself 

She wanted no one to see

All that remains of the dark half of her soul

Are a few delicate sheets already 

Surrendering to 

Time 
 

I know that lies hide here somewhere
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Black ink stains the paper with thoughts 

A life’s worth of unspoken words, fleeting 

Glances, choked laughter 

Did she think she could hide her alter ego

In the confines of ink and paper?
 

The paper smells of scandal, the ink reeks of 

Shame

Burdened by the weight of secrets that they 

Bear

They recoil, crumbling like ash between my 

Fingertips 
 

I know that lies hide here somewhere 

Between the moldy creases of creamy paper 

The skin of someone she didn’t want to be.

Towa Adegboyega 

After Rain in Seattle

After rain

The city is fresh and shiny

Like the crystal 

Blooms falling into the river bend

Red umbrellas are everywhere

Walking through the undulating street

With my wet socks

After rain

The city is cool and blue

Like a balloon

Birds stop by the path near the sea

Rainwater is on the bended branches

Tramps are singing in a corner 

With their thirsty souls. 

Yi (Yvonne) Zhong
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Spring Formal 

Long slender fingers that write, 
that play piano and catch a ball, 
that run through a lover’s hair as you lie 
beside him in the soft, warm grass.

Long dark hair that you wear proudly 
down and free in a mess that 
catches the light and wind as you run 
from base to base to base around the    
diamond during your softball games. 
Or maybe twisted up in a bun or braid 
restrained with bobby-pins that 
you hate because they always dig 
so very painfully into your scalp.

Freckles that form constellations across 
your sunbaked skin that he traces with a 
smile as you sit with each other. 
They fade, though, from the dark of the 
winter months, 
coming back to you once more when 
beautiful, hot April rolls around.

These things should fade, too, all of them. 
Your fingers should be twisted 
by arthritis, your long dark hair to grow 
grey and be cropped short. Freckles should 
be swapped for wrinkles, smile and laugh 
lines that show 
just how wonderful your life was.

But instead, you will not last that long. 
You will change in different ways. 
From alive one moment to dead the next, 
life taken when the car you’re driving at 
seventeen 
crashes through a front porch, like an 
intruder 
breaking into a home.

And your hair is twisted up into those braids, 
held with those bobby-pins you so despise, 
your body kept fresh for the wake and the  
funeral by a cocktail of chemicals that are  
pumped through your veins like life-saving  
blood through an IV. 
If only you were so lucky.

Your jeans and tee-shirts are swapped out 
for a pretty blue dress that you’d bought for a 
Spring Formal you’d planned on attending.

You’re too busy decomposing in your coffin  
to go.

This isn’t how it was supposed to end. 
You weren’t supposed to change from a  
caterpillar 
to caterpillar food. 
Your butterfly wings were ripped 
from you back before they even began 
to grow.

Changing from alive, so very alive, with your 
neon smiles and sparkling blue eyes and  
bright, 
quick-fire words, 
to dead. 
So very dead.

Justine Gerace
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